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THE DOCKET 
Vol. XIX, No. 6 THE VILLANOVA SCHOOL OF LAW March, 1983 
JUSTICE COMMENCING 
: -y 
Janet McGarry and Pete Prinsen 
TRIED AND TRUE 
By Alice J. Solomon 
Two teams of Villanova Law School stu­
dents swept first and third place at this 
year's 8th annual Regional Division of the 
National Trial Competition. This victory 
marks VLS' best overall performance in the 
eight years of its participation in the 
competition. At least one team from Villa-
nova Law School has scored high enough to 
participate in the national level of the 
competition for five of the past eight years, 
but this if the first year that both VLS 
teams have placed within the top three 
slots. 
As the first place team, Janet McGarry 
and Pete Prinsen scored the highest point 
value of the region for their oral arguments 
with 46 points. As regional winners, they 
will receive the Lewis Powell Award and 
the American Trial Lawyers' Award at the 
VLS commencement ceremonies. McGarry 
and Prinsen, representing VLS and the' 
Eastern Regional Division, will compete 
against the winners of the remaining ten 
regions at the national level of the competi­
tion in Houston, Texas on March 23-26. 
Bill Dienna and Doug Kent placed third 
in the region with 43 points, missing se­
cond place by only one point to a team from 
American University Law School. Dienna 
and Kent will each receive the Philadelphia 
Trial Lawyers' Award at commencement 
in the Spring. 
This year's regional event was hosted by 
the University of Baltimore Law School 
from Feb. 11-13. The competition is spon­
sored by the Texas Young Lawyers' Associ­
ation, the American Bar Association 
Section of Litigation, the ABA Young Law­
yers' Division, and the American College of 
Trial Lawyers. Its purpose is to provide law 
students with an opportunity to sharpen 
their trial advocacy skills by competing 
with other law students on a national level. 
Professor Leonard Pack^l is the faculty 
sponsor of the Villanova teams and acts as 
a liaison with the national competition. 
The team members credit much of their 
success to Professor Packel, who devoted a 
great deal of time to advising the teams and 
helping them to prepare for the competi­
tion. Together with Professor Packel, Pro 
fessors Goldberger and Poulin also spent 
time judging the team's practice argu­
ments and selecting the two teams that 
would represent VLS at the regional level. 
The competition begins in the fail at f.Kc 
intraschool level. Students at Villanova, 
may select their own partners, and com­
pete to qualify as one of the two teams who 
will represent VLS at the regional level. 
The competition consists of researching a 
fictional case and arguing for either the 
prosecution or defense at trial. Each team 
delivers opening and closing arguments, 
and conducts direct and cross-examination 
of witnesses. Team members are judged 
solely on their oral presentation, organiza­
tion and demeanor: no written materials 
are submitted. The Eastern Regional level 
consists of law schools from Pennsylvania, 
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virgi­
nia and Washington, D.C. 
(Continued on page 11) 
Collins J. Seitz, Chief Judge of the Third 
Circuit Court of Appeals, will be the fea­
tured speaker at the 1983 Villanova Law 
School commencement. 
Judge Seitz, now the ranking Chief Judge 
in the United States, has served thirty-
seven distinguished years as a jurist, 
culminating in his present position. 
Admitted to the Delaware Bar in 1940 
and later to the Federal Bar, Seitz practiced 
law in Wilmington until 1946. At that time, 
he was appointed Vice Chancellor of the 
Delaware Court of Chancery, the youngest 
to be named to this position in over one 
hundred years. Five years later, he was 
appointed Chancellor. He served in this ca­
pacity until 1966. Seitz took the oath as 
Unit^ States Circuit Judge for the Third 
Circuit in 1966 and became Chief Judge in 
1971. 
Seitz is well known for his decision in the 
case of Parker v. University of Dela­
ware in 1950. The case involved thirty 
black students who sought admission to 
the then all white university. The students 
claimed the all black Delaware State Col­
lege near Dover was inferior to the Univer­
sity of Delaware. The prevailing doctrine 
at that time was "separate but equal" as 
enunciated in the case of Plessy v. Fergu­
son. 
Seitz visited both campuses and deter­
mined that without a doubt, Delaware 
State College was significantly inferior. Ac­
cordingly, he ordered the University of 
Delaware to admit the thirty black stu­
dents if they wished to enroll. Professor 
Stephen Presser of the Northwestern 
School of Law, author of a book detailing 
the history of the United States Circuit 
Courts of Appeal, notes: 
"This was the first time a state run 
undergraduate institution had been 
desegregated despite the old Plessy v. 
Ferguson 'separate but equal' ruling 
of the United States Supreme Court." 
His decision created somewhat of a furor 
at the time but eventually led to the deci­
sion in 1954 by the United States Supreme 
Court that 'separate but equal' was 
unconstitutional. 
Judge Seitz, who is also widely recog­
nized for his decisions in corporate law, 
graduated from the University of Virginia 
Law School. There he was Editor of the 
Law Review and a member of the Order of 
the Coif. He has instructed at several law 
schools, including the University of 
Pennsylvania and North Carolina. 
Can You Believe It, SNOW at Garey Hall 
SBA CANDIDATES SPEAK 
In order to facilitate an "informed vote" 
in the SBA elections (March 15, 16), the 
Docket has given candidates an opportun­
ity to express their goals/platforms in 
short statements which appear below. Not 
all candidates chose to respond; of those 
that did, their statements are entirely un­
edited. 
President 
The dual purposes of the S.B.A. are to 
serve the law school community and to ease 
the strained atmosphere that competi­
tiveness creates. As president of the S.B.A., 
one of my goals would be to make the organ­
ization a more visible and enjoyable part of 
student life by sponsoring more social and 
recreational activities while in addition, en­
hancing and expanding the service aspects 
of the Student Bar. My experience in and 
leadership of other organizations enables 
me to understand and deal effectively with 
the administration and operation of var­
ious academic and social programs. 
Kirk Karagelian 
Traditionally, the Student Bar Associa­
tion has been the intermediary between 
students and the administration. In this 
role, there is great untapped potential to 
become an advocate of the student body. If 
elected, I will do my best to insure that the 
students, through the Student Bar Associa­
tion, will actively share in the administra­
tion of the Law School. 
Steven D. Nitkiewicz 
Vice-President 
Earlier this year the Docket examined 
the role of the SBA and concluded that a 
change of vision is needed. 
I agree. The SBA must make a syste­
matic effort to identify problems in the law 
school and find workable solutions. 
The SBA is not a powerful body but it can 
be more effective in organizing activities 
and coordinating student-faculty relations. 
This year, I have been active as the social 
director for Phi Delta Phi. I enjoy organi­
zing and would like to help organize the 
SBA. I hope I will have your support. 
Tom Wilkinson 
Secreteiry 
As Student Bar Association Secretary, I 
would make a serious commitment to per­
form the duties of the position, but I would 
also like to see the SBA take a more active 
and vocal part in law-student-life at Villa­
nova and in the community. As past presi­
dent of Brownie Troop No. 2834 of Mt. Airy, 
I feel I have the necessary experience and 
qualifications to do a really great job. 
Michelle Tiger 
Treasurer 
My educational background and busi­
ness experience are a solid foundation upon 
which to undertake the office of Teasurer. 
I have a Business Administration degree 
and I have had the opportunity to apply this 
education in handling the inventory 
ledgers and disbursement procedures of a 
Philadelphia-based oil company. 
I feel that this experience, accompanied 
by my willingness to undertake the respon­
sibilities of this office, will permit me to 
achieve the accuracy and efficiency de­
manded by the student body in the manage­
ment of their budget. 
Marc Bell 
" I am honest, responsible, diligent, depen­
dable, modest, and experienced. I majored 
in accounting at the University of Pennsyl­
vania, Wharton School, and I was the trea­
surer of my fraternity. Besides, I really 
want to beat Marc Bell. 
Jeffrey Sansweet 
SBA Class Representative 
I am seeking the position of SBA repre­
sentative because I believe that I can bring 
new ideas to the SBA — both my own ideas 
and those of the student body. I feel that a 
representative should not only receive 
ideas brought to her but should also actu­
ally seek ideas from other students. It is 
only by finding out what types of activities 
the students want from the SBA that it can 
respond to those needs. 
Edie A. Longenbach 
I would like to say 2 things to the IL 
class. First, I promise that if I am elected, 
this will all be over by May 9. And, second, I 
have consulted with the Dean and he has 
graciously agreed to extend the sentence 
(sorry term) of the IL class until July 4 as a 
(Continued on page 11) 
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The EDITORIAL 
GRADING VILLANOVA 
Grades: they are in the air. Listen to any gaggle of students in the cafeteria, Hbrary 
and lounge. Inevitably, their conversation gravitates towards grades. Students talk for 
hours about how to study for better grades, which professors belong to the hook ("C") club 
and how to explain grades to parents. Grades are an obsession at VLS. 
This obsession has its roots in the VLS grading policy. Compared with the majority of 
law schools, VLS uses a deflated grading scale to rank its students. President Reagan 
should be envious of VLS's success in resisting inflation. Not only is the VLS scale below 
the law school average, it is also below the typical scales used in undergraduate colleges 
and other schools. The student who belongs in the above average range elsewhere, 
becomes a "C" student at VLS. 
VLS students as a group are above average. Look around you. Daily contact with this 
intelligent, stimulating and talented group of individuals is a fringe benefit of attending 
VLS. But, these students are not immune from the psychological defeat caused by deflated 
grades. Nor will these students become better lawyers through the experience of grade 
deflation. Poor grades rob many students of the confidence needed to handle the chal­
lenges of legal work. 
The function of the deflated grading scale remains a mystery. Upon entry into VLS, 
students are assured they will make it through law school. High admissions standards are 
used to weed out those who are unable to perform well and those who are admitted are 
above average and should expect to do well. So, why do they get "C"s? 
VLS students fight a second battle with grades in the job market. Armed with their 
"C"s, VLS students lucky enough to get into an interview, must explain to prospective 
employers that the "C"s are really "B"s and because the student attended VLS, the 
employer should pretend the "C"s are "B"s and give them their first legal job. This type of 
defeat for the student seeking employment is unnecessary. VLS's deflated grades result in 
negative experiences for the student and VLS. 
Grades at VLS can serve the purpose of ranking students both internally and exter­
nally. VLS is not a Yale where students can successfully enter the professional world 
without any grades to measure their performance. VLS needs an accurate ranking of its 
students, but cannot fulfill this need with its current deflated grading scale. The scale 
should be adjusted to conform with the majority of law schools and recognize that the 
average law student is an above average student. Give "B"s in place of "C"s. Or, VLS 
could eliminate grade point average calculations, designate their honor students as such 
and calculate class rank for the rest of the students. Finally, VLS could place students in 
quintile ranks and eliminate both the grade point average and individual class rank 
measurements. Under the current system, there are ties for certain class ranks and 
miniscule differences in grade point averages accounting for large gaps in class rank. 
VLS's current grading scale does not accurately reflect student merit. It can and 
should be adjusted to clear the air and encourage VLS students to learn, rather than to 
study for grades. 
Law Day  
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
WHAT: Fifth Annual Law Day Recep-llUll ' mmmmimmm 
WHO: Penna. Supreme Court Justi­
ces 
Mayor Green 
Philadelphia DA's 
Philadelphia Area Judges 
Philadelphia Area Alumni 
VLS Deans, Faculty and Ad­
ministrators 
All VLS Students 
WHEN: Wednesday, April 13, 1983 
TIME: 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
WHERE: City Hall, Courtroom 653 
Philadelphia 
presentmg the third year law students. 
Class of 1983, to the distinguished 
members of the bar, judicial bench at 
City Hall, and Pennsylvania Supreme 
Court Justices will be held on Wednes­
day, April 13th from 4-6 p.m. at City 
Hall. 
All students and alumni are encour­
aged to attend the Reception. Be sure to 
mark April 13th on your calendar — 
Law Day Reception at City Hall. 
R.S.V.P. — VLS Placement Office (645-
7030) 
The article "The Ways and Means of 
Committees" on page two of the February 
1983 edition of the Docket raises questions 
which, I assume, you do not want an­
swered. 
Accurate reporting presupposes investi­
gation. Slight investigation should reveal: 
1. The faculty has established sixteen 
standing committees and, when 
needed, additional ad hoc committees. 
2. The Dean of the Law School appoints 
faculty members to all committees, ex­
cept for the tenure screening commit­
tee which is elected by the tenured 
faculty. 
3. Provision was made for student mem­
bership on some but not all committees 
in May 1974. Student representatives 
to the placement committee were auth­
orized in November 1982. 
4. The long-range planning committee 
was last chaired by Dean Abraham. I 
think it met last on March 13,1981. It 
no longer exists as a standing commit­
tee of the faculty. It rendered extensive 
and voluminous reports which formed 
the basis for the seven year ABA/ 
AALS self-study evaluation prior to 
reaccreditation in 1980. Frederick De-
Rosa, Esq., as the student member, 
provided a valuable perspective for the 
committee. He can attest to long, fre­
quent and productive meetings over a 
period of years. 
5. The student-faculty committee meets 
at the call of the student sub­
committee chairperson, except when 
the sub-committee participates in 
screening faculty candidates. No meet­
ings were called by the student sub­
committee chairj^rson during the 
1980-1981 academic year. 
6. A lack of committee meeting^ does not 
necessarily indicate inattention by the 
committee chairman. It may indicate 
that no one within the law school com­
munity is seeking a change in policy. 
Periodic review of existing policy may 
be beneficial, but constant review is 
wasteful of student and faculty re­
sources, which can be better spent in 
the pursuit of legal education. 
Contrary to your conclusion, the commit-
faculty meeting of January 11,1983 when 
they were approved for distribution. You 
will see that most of the faculty's business 
is transacted in response to a written re­
port received from a faculty committee. 
When students are represent^ on the com­
mittee and have participated in the deliber­
ations, the student viewpoint is given 
serious consideration. You may be sur­
prised to leam that in most cases the fa­
culty adopts the recommendations of the 
students. 
Professor 
Villanova Law School 
(name withheld upon request) 
Author's Reply 
The article was intended to be about com­
mittees which students are on. The article 
states in its second sentence that it is about 
those eight committees on which students 
participate. However, it is heartening to hear 
that the exclusively faculty staffed commit­
tees are an integral part of the law schools 
decision making process. Far from not want­
ing answers, the Docket and this author 
would very much like to have them. Too fre­
quently, however, evasions take the form of 
answers and leave one less than satisfied. 
While committee meetings obviously should 
not be called for ritualistic roll calls, it does 
not seem too much to ask whether there is not 
something to discuss in the Financial Aid 
Policy committee, which has not met in two 
years, during which time tuition has gone up 
over 30%. 
ting policy for the law school. For example, 
please take a look at the minutes of the 
To the Editon 
This is just a note to extend an invitation 
to any law school student or students who 
may wish to visit this court. I would be very 
happy to give them a brief word on the law 
and procedure at this level — all of which 
can be easily learned in about five minutes. 
No appointment is necessary and the 
court is of course always open to the public. 
However, they may wish to call beforehand 
(525-5205) to be assured court is in session 
on the particular day. 
Sincerely yours, 
The Honorable Nicholas Sellers 
IMstrict Court 32-1-11 
771 East Lancaster Avenue 
Villanova, Pa. 19085 
The Poverty of Education 
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by Thomas A. Thornton 
Education is the most ethereal of the pos­
sessions that one accumulates through a 
lifetime. Education is at once the most de-
sireable and least obtainable factor over 
which we must make life-career decisions. 
This opportunity for advancement should 
be available to all no matter their means. 
The best and brightest are not necessarily 
those that are monetarily well endowed. 
The lack of an affirmative action program 
here at Villanova Law School is now being 
accentuated by the proposed tuition in­
crease of over 11%. This increase can only 
further limit the opportunities for those 
living on the poverty line. Attrition 
through ^ades is acceptable and correct, 
but attrition through poverty is heinous. 
The maximum amount of a government 
Guaranteed Student Loan is $5,000, of 
which the student is lucky to get $4,500 
after fees. Adding on the proposed tuition 
increase, it means that each student will 
have to come up with an extra $1,400 for 
tuition. This does not include the books, 
supplemental materials and a myriad of 
other expenses engendered by a competi­
tive law school which will add up to at least 
another $400. The average student is now 
$1,800 above his Guaranteed Student Loan 
without food, shelter or transportation (be 
it train, bus, or car). Allowing $200 per 
month for rent, and all utilities, and $45 per 
week for food and all other expenses, the 
student ends up with a total bill which 
exceeds $10,400. From where is the $6,000 
that is beyond the Guaranteed Student 
Loan to come? Are the students intended to 
take out high interest personal loans? Most 
of us wearing the stigma of student do not 
have a credit rating on which the bank 
would advance us the time of day. 
The line on tuition must be held firm. We 
at VLS will be receiving no extra services 
for our added contribution. The justifica­
tion behind the increase cannot lie in the 
new legal writing program. Inflation has 
dropped to almost 5% per annum, which 
means that the increase obviously cannot 
be a reflection of world-wide monetary real­
ities. The recent governmental cut off of 
"borderline" social services came with a 
plea from the President for more help from 
the private sector. As VLS students we 
have nowhere to turn. The government 
shuns us as affluent law students while 
VLS sanctions us with a tuition increase. 
VLS is, and should be, proud of its 
alumni ^ving records. Can they realisti­
cally believe that the present students will 
continue this trend when we feel always 
the brunt of unwarranted and unexplained 
drastic increases in tuition. If the students 
are paying for school, why should the 
alumni give? 
GREEN ACRES 
A Monthly Column by Anthony Green 
FULL COURT PRESS ON MARCH 22 
The Docket's Editorial Consultant, An­
thony Green, will be taking a break from his 
monthly column about life at VLS to bring 
you new perspectives on lawyers and the 
press. Green will moderate the upcoming se­
minar on lawyers and the media. Two years 
ago he authored the following article for the 
Pennsylvania Law Journal/Reporter. Green 
suggests it might provide some meat for a few 
questions at the seminar. 
— Editor 
By Anthony Green 
Special to the Journal-Reporter 
Recently, I had to pay a visit tea friend of 
mine to get some dirt on his law firm for a 
research project I had undertaken. His firm 
was almost neurotically reluctant to part 
with the information I was seeking, which 
really wasn't dirt at all. 
It was really rather harmless stuff. 
Once the business was out of the way, 
my friend closed the door and agonized over 
what he considered a recurrent problem for 
himself, his firm and lawyers in general: 
How the hell does a lawyer deal with a 
reporter? 
As he spoke, I recalled some of the infam­
ous words by F. Emmett Fitzpatrick, the 
ex-DA of Philadelphia. 
"Reporters," Emmett once told me, "are 
the lowest form of life." I laughed, consider­
ing it a joke. But it wasn't a joke at all. 
Fitzpatrick really believed it. And he 
showed it. And many lawyers feel the same 
way about reporters. Reporters, on the 
other hand, feel much the same way about 
lawyers. (The situation, incidentally, 
makes me feel a bit odd. Here I am, an 
ex-reporter trying to become a lawyer. It 
seems that I'll never be able to progress 
beyond the lowest form of life. At least in 
somebody's eyes.) 
But back to my friend's dilemna. "It 
seems that we always get screwed," he 
complained. "Meanwhile, some lawyers in 
this town get treated with kid gloves. What 
are we doing wrong? Should we get some 
kind of PR firm?" (I winced). "How can we 
get some good press about the good things 
we do?" 
It is indeed a problem. It isn't that lawy­
ers need a stroking from the media every-
time they win a case, have a baby or get 
appointed to head some committee of the 
bar association — although most lawyers, 
especially the good ones, have tremendous 
egos. It is that the newspapers and the TV 
stations have an almost hypnotic effect on 
the community which lawyers serve. To 
think that judges* and juries are not af­
fected by what they read and what news­
caster Larry Kane tells them is to live in a 
cave. A biting Inquirer editorial can be an 
intimidating thing. 
Firms can clearly gain an edge in attract­
ing new business when their firm is asso­
ciated with a winning case or some 
sympathetic litigation. V^en a firm lawyer 
is quoted as the expert on a certain spe­
cialty or nuance of the law, a business 
scrounging around for counsel might look 
up that expert. And if a firm is favorably, or 
even unfavorably, linked with The Power in 
a town, a corporation looking to break into 
that town commercially will be imme­
diately attracted to The Power law firm, 
looking to ^in an edge politically. Impres­
sive publicity will also help to woo those 
law review editors who the big firms are all 
fighting over. 
Ergo, it is not at all a coincidence or fanci­
ful that lawyers and law firms are increas­
ingly concerned with image. Or that they 
should be concerned with public relations. 
Or that some are looking to retain the ad­
vice of public relations counselors. 
In Philadelphia, it is still advisable to 
keep your PR agent in the closet. (Wall 
Street firms have been a bit more brazen 
with their agents). Still, a credible and not-
so-flamboyant PR firm might be helpful in 
framing a policy towards the press and get­
ting the firm some lucrative publicity. For 
example, a well plugged-in PR counselor 
might be able to hitch your securities law­
yer up with the business reporter for the 
Inquirer who just might be looking for a 
local expert on the legal complexities of big 
corporate takeovers. The lawyer doesn't 
have to talk about his cases; just the law. 
Furthermore, the PR counselor might be 
helpful in teaching that lawyer to talk peo­
ple talk, to be quotable, and not to talk in 
legalese. (PR guys have been helpful in 
other ways than just press relations. For 
instance, they have been useful in the 
client relations area, with PR agents advis­
ing law firms to put out impressive new­
sletters on developments in the law which 
would interest corporate clients). 
Some lawyers, on the other hand, have 
been using PR firms to tone down their 
public image. One flamboyant local labor 
lawyer, upon advice of PR counsel, has 
taken on a more professorial facade, keep­
ing his more bombastic nature under 
wraps. The transformation has reportedly 
been quite successful. And lucrative. 
Philadelphia is a stuffy place. And this 
new relationship might put off the boys at 
the Union League and the Locust Club. But 
it can be useful. As your PR counselor 
should advise you, though, the relationship 
should be very subdued, not to put off any 
colleagues, clients or reporters who some­
times — often — are put off by Barnum & 
Bailey type PR men. 
Many times, the dilemma of press rela­
tions turns into an ethical consideration, 
with the reporter asking the lawyer to 
cross, or at least straddle, the lines drawn 
by the Code of Professional Responsibility. 
And many times, a fear of threat to job 
security takes hold and you have no choice 
but to tell your secretary to tell the nagging 
reporter that you're in a deposition. Or 
something. "He wants to know how long," 
your secretary asks. "Forever." 
Frequently that's the response lawyers 
make to inquiries from the press. It is justi­
fied, because sometimes reporters can be 
inaccurate, dumb, nasty, drunkards, or all 
of the above. Indeed, some of them really 
are the lowest form of life. But to ignore a 
reporter's request outright is taking the 
wrong tack. 
Sometimes, the contentious relationship 
takes on the atmosphere of guerilla war­
fare. Here are some rules of the jungle: 
Return the call yourself. As su^ested 
above, ignoring a reporter's call is an im­
provident strategy. That's the first shot of 
the battle, with the reporter automatically 
thinking that you have something to hide. 
If you can't talk about a piece of litigation 
— or you just don't want to — get on the 
phone with the guy and tell him so. A repor­
ter will respect someone who tells him that 
he can't talk about something because it's 
in litigation. It's better than the the lawyer 
who forces his secretary to tell the reporter 
that he'll be in a deposition for the rest of 
his life. Reporters just love to write that 
"the attorney in the matter refused to re­
turn repeated phone calls." That sounds 
much sleazier than "the judge has in­
structed us not to talk about the litigation." 
Or even a simple "no comment." 
Name a firm spokesman. The Ameri­
can Lawyer's Steven Brill suggested re­
cently that the clever firm should designate 
a firm spokesman to handle all calls from 
the press. Not only is it a systematic, ra­
tional way of doing things, it is also a way 
to silence a firm squealer. If, every time a 
reporter calls, the switchboard relays the 
call to the appointed partner, the tattling 
associates will be more reticent about talk­
ing to reporters. Letting the reporter bound 
the stonewall of a lawyer's secretary will 
also give you an inkling as to what the 
reporter wants. (Knowing what the battle 
is being fought over is half of the game). 
On the other hand, if you are trying to 
skirt the issue, you can try to confuse a 
reporter without being condescending or 
offensive. And when you say "see what I 
mean," the reporter will nod unknowingly. 
This is a dangerous game, however and you 
must choose your words and your journal­
istic adversaries carefully. 
Bribe them. While some newspapers 
and electronic media outlets will impose 
stringent ethical standards, some reporters 
are not adverse to a few free drinks or a free 
lunch. In return, you might get a nice men­
tion or more sympathetic treatment in a 
predicament. The bribe shouldn't, of 
course, be blatant or tacky unless you're 
deahng with an out^and-out thief who 
you'll never be able to trust anyway — he 
goes to the highest bidder. Similarly, some 
reporters will not turn down some free 
legal advice either, in exchange for some 
implied favorable treatment. 
Chillmg the press. Justice Douglas al­
ways talked of legalisms having a chilling 
effect on the press and the First Amend­
ment. Sometimes, you might want to have 
the same kind of effect on a troublesome 
reporter. While some reporters and news­
papers are unintimidatable, it is relatively 
easy to chill a reporter's basic lap dog in­
stinct. The threat of a libel suit is too blat­
ant for most. Indemnification, hot shot libel 
(Continued ori page 10) 
Client counseling winners and contest Judge, Richard Trumka 
Winning Counsel 
Associate Dean Robert P. Garbarino an­
nounced that the winners of the Second 
Annual Villanova Law School Client Inter­
viewing and Counseling Competition were: 
Joseph DelRaso and Reid Coppock. 
The winners will represent Villanova 
Law School in the National Competition on 
March 5, 1983 in Baltimore, Maryland, 
sponsored by the American Bar Associa­
tion. 
Dean Garbarino also extended congratu­
lations to the runners-up — Janice Cooper 
pd Patti Brennan — and to the other final­
ists — Katherine Huseman and Mary 
Heck. 
Dean Garbarino strongly recommends to 
the next year's second and third year stu­
dents that they consider registering for the 
course in Client Counseling and participat­
ing in the Competition. The average law 
school graduate has precious little expe­
rience in this skill which is used every day 
in the practice of law. 
Love Me Like A Rock 
By Joe Zahm 
The gods had condemned Sisyphus to 
ceaselessly rolling a rock to the topof a moun­
tain, where the stone would fall backdown on 
its own weight. They had thought for some 
reason that there is no more dreadful punish­
ment than futile and hopeless labor. 
A 
The Myth of Sisyphus 
From the first day of law school up until 
now, I have become increasingly obsessed 
with the vision of ol' Sisyphus and his ab­
surd predicament as the eternal rockroller. 
I could especially relate to Sisyphus' predic­
ament during finals. Sisyphus would push; 
I would study. Sisyphus would reach the 
top; I would finish an exam. Sisyphus 
would see his rock roll back down the 
mountain under its own weight; I would 
see more finals in the offing and would fall 
down under my own weight, exhausted. 
Perhaps if Camus had attended law school 
he would have rephrased the opening of his 
story to read: "The gods had condemned 
Sisyphus to ceaselessly attend law school: 
They had thought there could be no more 
dreadful punishment." Now, I'm not sug­
gesting that the law school experience is as 
futile and hopeless as rock pushing. In fact, 
it can be intellectually stimulating and, at 
times, even enjoyable. Nevertheless, I have 
not been able to get the vision of Sisyphus 
out of my mind. And the more I think about 
Sisyphus, the more I feel compelled to put 
the law school experience into some sort of 
perspective. 
However, before we attempt to focus on 
law school as it relates to the "big picture," 
it is important that we draw two major 
distinctions between Sisyphus' fate as the 
condemned rock pusher and ours as law 
students. First Sisyphus' doom is eternal. 
He will always be pushing his rock some­
where in the stratosphere (rumor has it he 
is doing his thing under the supervision of 
the Dalai Lama). Poor Sisyphus never even 
gets a spring break. We do. Unfortunately, 
ours is over. Yet, within three years, most 
of us (fingers crossed) will be leaving our 
predicament. Sisyphus is not so lucky. 
A second distinction is that Sisyphus 
was condemned by the gods to his fate; he 
is not free. We are, although we often lose 
sight of the fact that we actually chose to be 
law students (signs of masochism?). We 
have chosen to be here for the purpose of 
fulfilling a career goal, whether it be to help 
the indigent or to make a fortune. Our free­
dom is something we ought to think about 
in the dog-days ahead when we walk from 
the crisp, clear spring air into the stale 
confines of Garey Hall. Meanwhile, Sisy­
phus remains imprisoned on his mountain, 
without a Sony Walkman to k^p him com­
pany. 
Why draw these distinctions between Si­
syphus and ourselves? The answer is 
simple. All of us, as victims of our duty, 
must sometimes realize the absurdity of 
our situation (case after case . . ., briefs, 
memos, finals — the list goes on.. .)justas 
Sisyphus recognized the absurdity of his. 
» -  _ i  -  .  .  
illustration of futile and hopeless labor that 
it helps us to put the law school experience 
and all of its inanities into perspective. 
Thus, in the face of such absurdities, we 
come to the Question: "Can we be happy 
while attending law school?" Admittedly, 
the first few weeks of the semester are not 
overly burdensome. I liken them to drib­
bling a basketball up a hill. But as the 
semester progresses, the hill becomes 
steeper, the ball larger, heavier (the snow­
ball effect) until April rolls around and our 
simple dribble up the hill becomes the titan-
tic struggle of pushing a small planet up 
Mt. Everest. During our vacation, we were 
free and clear. Now, we are at the foot of the 
mountain again. Not surprisingly, Camus 
in his tale leaves Sisyphus at the top of the 
mountain. As Camus so elegantly puts it: 
"One always finds one's burden again." Is 
it therefore possible the pressure plus hard 
work plus burden can add up to happiness? 
In The Myth of Sisyphus, Camus con­
cludes that "all is well" and that we must 
imagine our rock pusher happy because he 
is able to grapple with the absurdity of his 
situation during those moments of reflec­
tion while he walks back down the 
mountain to his rock: "Sisyphus knows the 
extent of his condition, it is what he thinks 
•of during his descent." Camus continues, 
"The lucidity that was to constitute his 
torture at the same time crowns his vic­
tory. There is no fate that cannot be 
overcome by scorn." 
Alas! There is hope for the law student. If 
Sisyphus could be happy on his mountain, 
then we should certainly be able to find 
happiness at law school. And the key to 
finding happiness, Camus suggests, is a 
high level of consciousness during our 
climb down from the mountain. For it is 
only during these descents, our moments of 
reflection, that we can attempt to place the 
mind boggling complexities of the law, and 
our overall existence into their proper pers­
pective. "His fate belongs to him," Camus 
says. The same holds true with us. Pres­
ently our fate includes the often difficult, 
yet satisfying, study of law, coupled with 
the always noble attempt at achieving 
peace of mind. We may not always be suc­
cessful in our attempt to balance the 
mundane and the metaphysical, but we 
should never stop trying, as Neitzche 
points out in Joyful Wisdom, "Better one 
noble failure than a million mediocre ac­
complishments."" ' 
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TRUMKA STRIKES AGAIN 
PattI Brennan, VLS Clent Counseling contestant, and Richard Trumka 
By Jack Dodds 
Richard Trumka graduated from Villan-
ova Law School in 1974. He defies all of the 
standards by which "success" in the legal 
profession is commonly measured. He is 
not a member of a prestigious law firm. He 
is not wealthy. In fact, the most he's ever 
made as a lawyer was $33,000 a year. Yet, 
he is one of the school's most successful 
and distinguished graduates. At 33, Ri­
chard Trumka is president of the United 
Mine Workers of America, one of the 
strongest labor unions in the world. 
Born into a mining family in a small 
.southwestern Pennsylvania coal town, 
Trumka worked his way through college 
and law school in the mines of thejones and 
Laughlin Steel Company. He was the first 
one in his family ever to attend college, and 
he did so with the sole aim of becoming a 
went on to Villanova, and then to a job as a 
staff attorney for the UMW. He remembers 
the day he began working for the union as 
"the proudest day of my life." Trumka 
handled injunctions, breach of contract 
suits, and safety cases. He also did a great 
deal of pro bono work for union members. 
He remembers one case in particular, in 
which he represented a miner who had 
been improperly dismissed from his job. 
After working the case through various 
grievance procedures, the National Labor 
Relations Board, and then the courts, 
Trumka walked into the miner's home 
carrying a sizeable check for back wages. 
The miner's five-year-old daughter ran 
across the room and hugged the young at­
torney "for getting her daddy's job back." 
That was "the most gratifying compensa­
tion I ever received," he says. 
Disenchanted with what he saw as a lack 
of activism under the presidency of Arnold 
Miller, Trumka left his position with the 
union in 1977, going back into the mines to 
make himself eligible for elected office. In 
1981 he gained a seat on the union's Inter­
national Executive Board and last No­
vember was elected to the union 
presidency. 
While many though that his education 
would hurt him in the election, Trumka 
actively used his status as a lawyer to great 
suits but always made it clear that he was a 
"thinking like a lawyer" helps him in all 
his functions as union president. 
As he sees it, most unions have lost the 
sense of mission that fueled the early or­
ganizing struggles. Not so with his union: 
"Nowhere in the world are there more men 
and women willing to fight and sacrifice 
than in the United Mine Workers." The 
miners are proud of their heritage, and 
have not forgotten the days of the "com­
pany town," when they were paid in com­
pany scrip which could only be used in the 
overpriced company store, and could only 
live in ramshackle company housing. The 
system was designed so that the employees 
actually ended up paying the company at 
the end of each month. The miners also 
remember the violence with which their 
organizing efforts have traditionally been 
greeted. Trumka recalls a recent strike in 
which a company foreman walked up and 
shot a picketer through the head. "There 
was revolution in the air," he says. "And 
we won the strike." 
,In_apalyzing the current state of Ameri­
can unionism, Trumka draws an analogy 
to the dinosaur: "Once the dinosaur was 
the biggest, strongest thing in the world. 
Nothing could defeat it. But it became ex­
tinct because it failed to evolve." Manage­
ment is making a concerted effort to draw 
the loyalty of workers away from their un­
ions, he says. Unions must react by "ex­
panding their role in workers' lives beyond 
the boundaries of the workplace." Trumka 
places increased importance on union-
supplied mortgage and housing assistance, 
retirement and family counseling, legal ser­
vices, and other programs. 
Today, Trumka wishes more law stu­
dents were interested in union practice. "It 
is a chance to be really creative and make 
an impact on the law. Every union-
management case on the books ends up 
making law. As soon as you get something 
nailed down they fall back and come at the 
same thing from a different angle. The field 
is always changing." He also points out 
that as a union attorney, he was working 
on briefs to the Supreme Court at a time 
when many of his classmates who had 
struggled for jobs with high-powered firms 
were still working on memos to partners. 
And he simply does not see the attraction in 
corporate law. "What's a corporation?" he 
asks. "It's nothing but a piece of paper. A 
union is the people who comprise its 
membership. And people are what the law 
is supposed to be all alx)ut." When asked to 
give his impression of the practice to which 
many law students aspire, the UMW presi­
dent quotes from Edgar Lee Masters' 
Spoon River Anthology; "I pulled the wires 
with judge and jury/And the upper courts/ 
And made a fortune there at ./The bar asso­
ciation sang my praises/In high-flown reso­
lution/And the floral tributes were many 
— But the rats devoured my heart/And a 
snake made a nest in my skull!" He gives 
but two pieces of advice to aspiring attor­
neys; "The most important thing is to al­
ways keep your word. If your word's no 
good, you're useless. I read the other day 
where one of the coal operators told the 
Washington Post that 'Trumka is a tough 
SOB, but he always keeps his word. You 
can trust him.' That's so important. The 
second thing to remember is that you can 
compromise on strategy, but you can never 
compromise your principles." 
third-generation coal miner; that he was 
one of them. He told the members that the 
union needed a new image and it needed 
leadership that could anticipate industry 
problems and represent the membership 
forcefully and intelligently. Labor unions, 
he says, can't afford fancy television com­
mercials like those put out by many large 
corporations, so the leadership must do its 
part to polish the image of unions. He can 
also understand contract language and the 
intricacies of negotiation, and says that 
Richard Trumica and Professor John Cannon at VLS 
TOXIC TORT TALKS 
The VLS Law Review's 1983 Symposium 
scheduled for 1 p.m., Saturday, March 19, 
will focus upon toxic tort litigation, with 
particular emphasis on Diethyl Stilbestrol 
(DES) and asbestosis litigation. Professor 
John Kircher, co-author with Ghiardi of 
Punitive Damages, and Victor E. 
Schwartz, co-author with Wade and 
Prosser of the casebook. Cases and Mate­
rials on Torts, will discuss the federal 
legislation which has been proposed. Pro­
fessor Kircher and panelist, Jerry Phillips, 
professor at University of Tennessee Col­
lege of Law and author of Product Lia­
bility in a Nutshell and co-author with 
Dix Webster Noel of Products Liability 
Cases and Materials, are opposed to the 
federal l^slation. Schwartz, presently a 
partner at Crowell & Moring and a former 
Chairman of the Federal Interagency Task 
Force on Products Liability, supports the 
proposed federal products liability l^sla-
tion. 
Procedural issues and case management 
in toxic tort litigation will be addressed by 
Francis E. McGovem, a well-known author 
of articles on statutes of repose and limita­
tions. Robert St. Leger Goggin, an attorney 
prominent in local asbestosis defense liti­
gation, will speak about current theories of 
liability from a defense attorney's perspec­
tive. Another attorney prominent in local 
asbestosis litigation. Gene Locks, will 
speak about current l^gal theories from the 
perspective of the plaintiff's bar. 
The interest in toxic tort litigation arose 
from recent, local asbestosis litigation. On 
August 25,1982, the Manville Corporation, 
one of America's Fortune 500 companies, 
filed for Chapter 11 reorganization under 
the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978 be­
cause it faced enormous liability for claims 
arising out of exposure to asbestosis. Its 
move dramatized the fact that this nation 
must come to grips with the dilemma 
created by the voluminous number of per­
sonal injury cases resulting from exposure 
to toxic substances. Environmental dis­
eases are unquestionably tragic for the vic­
tims and their families, and there is a 
public policy interest in compensation for 
these victims. On the other hand, compan­
ies face liability penalties and -possibly 
bankruptcy for decisions made years ago. 
Most of the recent developments have 
greatly increased the liability exposure of 
manufacturers and sellers of products. In 
reaction to the specialized problems that 
products liability actions have created, 
states, beginning in 1977, passed a variety 
of products liability tort laws. The federal 
government began studying the products 
liability problem in 1976, initially focusing 
on insurance reform proposals. In 1979 the 
Commerce Department drafted a Model 
Uniform Product Liability Act (UPLA). In 
addition, several tort reform bills were sub­
sequently introduced in Congress. To date, 
no federal tort reform bill has been passed 
by Congress. 
The VLS Law Review Symposium will 
focus on the existing theories of liability, 
case management and procedural problems 
caused by toxic tort cases which involve a 
large number of defendants and plaintiffs. 
Also to be considered is the feasibility of 
federal liability legislation in the area of 
products liability, an area that has been 
traditionally regulated by the states. 
VILLANOVA 
LAW REVIEW 
SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM 
Saturday, March 19,1983 
1 P.M. 
TOXIC TORTS: JUDICIAL 
AND LEGISLATIVE RESPONSES 
• featuring -
Robert St. Leger Goggin 
Partner, Marshall, Dennehey. Coleman & 
Goggin; Member, Pennsylvania Bar 
John Kircher 
f^rofessor, Marquette University Law 
School; Formerly Research Director, De­
fense Research Institute 
Gene Locks 
Partner, Greltzer & Locks; Member, 
Pennsylvania Bar 
Francis E. McGovern 
Visiting Professor, Boston University 
School of Law; Advisor, Board of Ed­
itors, Manual for Complex Litigation 
Jerry Phillips 
Professor, University of Tennessee Col­
lege of Law; Advisor, Federal Interagency 
Task Force on Products Liability 
Victor E. Schwartz 
Partner, Crowell & Moring; Former Chair­
man, Federal Interagency Task Force on 
Products Liability 
— moderator — 
John M. Hyson 
Professor, Villanova University School of Law 
The Symposium will address various topics relevant to toxic tort litigation including existing legal 
theories of liability, case management, procedural problems, and the proposed federal legislation on 
products liability as it relates to the problem of toxic torts. 
GAREY HALL • VILLANOVA LAW SCHOOL • SPRING MILL AND COUNTY LINE RDS • VILLANOVA. PA 19005 
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FOREIGN INFLUENCE AT A.L.I .  
by Michael Gallagher 
We all know Professor Joseph Della-
penna as a teacher of contracts, conflict of 
laws, public international law, and man­
agement of the water environment. Now he 
has an added distinction. He joins Profes­
sors Taggart, Collins and Dean O'Brien as 
a member of the American Law Institute. 
Congratulations are due him for this 
honor. 
The ALI is an exclusive club. There is a 
total of only 1800 members, consisting of 
law professors, judges, and practicing at­
torneys. To be elected one must first be 
nominated by three members, and then one 
must wait until there is a vacancy before 
election. Deans of accredited law schools 
are automatically included. 
Once a member, you have the privilege of 
participating in the annual task of revising 
Restatements. Each May the ALI holds its 
meeting where those Restatements that 
are being revised are discussed. In light of 
the interest we all share in Restatement 
drafting. The Docket deemed this an ex­
cellent opportunity to ask Professor Della-
penna about his involvement so far. We 
found him bent over a pile of papers at his 
office desk. 
Question: Congratulations, Professor D. 
on your election. How did it happen? 
Question: Can you give an example of the 
type of question that this section deals 
with? 
Answer: OK. Let's take the example of 
U.S. anti-trust law. The question is 
whether these laws apply to foreign com­
panies operating outside the U.S. but hav­
ing an economic effect here. The 
proscribing jurisdiction deals with the 
issue of who can make the laws which gov­
ern the conduct, and the enforcement juris­
diction the issue of who can enforce 
whatever law governs. But in the U.S. all 
three branches of government both make 
law and enforce it in various ways. So try­
ing to split the jurisdiction into three 
branches doesn't necessarily make sense. 
In essence though, we often~speak of the 
"separation of powers" in our government, 
we really have a blending of powers. That 
is what we mean by "checks and balances." 
My guess is that the separation idea crept 
in to this Restatement as a reflection of the 
relatively recent concern over due process 
questions in the U.S. governing judicial ju­
risdiction. But we should remember that 
this is a domestic concern. If people feel it 
should appear in a Restatement of Foreign 
Relations Law, it should be in a special 
subsection on U.S. court'jurisdiction, not 
as a general statement of the international 
Answer: Thank you. I can put it rather 
simply. It is my reward for making a pest of 
myself. 
Question: Could you be a little more spe­
cific? 
Answer: Sure. The ALI meets each year to 
discuss the Restatement revisions that 
they are currently working on. Usually the 
meetings are in Washington, but the last 
two years they were in Philadelphia. They 
invited the law faculty in the area to attend 
as guests, and I attended. Along with some 
other people there, I persisted in raising 
questions about some things that bothered 
me in the tentative draft of the Re­
statement of Foreign Relations Law. Some 
friends then thought to nominate me. That 
was in May 1982.1 was elected in December 
— which was the first credentials commit­
tee meeting after nomination at which 
there were any vacancies. 
Question: What issues were you con­
cerned about? 
Answer: There were several. This area is 
a great interest of mine. First there was the 
way that they divided their categories of 
international jurisdiction. Traditionally 
there have been two categories: jurisdic­
tion to proscribe law and to enforce it. The 
reporters of the Revised Restatement pro­
pose to divide these into three categories: 
jurisdiction to proscribe, same as before, 
and jurisdiction to enforce, and jurisdiction 
to adjudicate. But no one has been able to 
give an example of adjudicatory jurisdic­
tion that is not an exercise of enforcement 
jurisdiction. Basically, they are making a 
distinction that doesn't work. 
This criticism came up in the 1981 meet­
ing on the 2nd tentative draft. In the 1982 
the 3rd tentative draft largely went over 
this same ground again. That's pretty un­
usual. 
Question: How have they revised the 
drafts? 
Answer: Well they conceded that it is ir­
relevant whether the enforcement is by a 
court or by executive. They now say that 
the jurisdictional split or the traditional 
concept of jurisdiction to enforce describes 
differences in the nature of the actions to be 
taken. But they still can't define what that 
means. 
law of jurisdiction. 
Question: Are there any other areas that 
you have commented on? 
Answer: Yes. Another problem is how the 
tentative draft deals with the question of 
whether governments should compensate 
aliens whose property they have exprop­
riated. The Revis^ Restatement takes the 
position that no compensation is neces­
sary. But this is contrary to the position of 
the previous Restatement and contrary to 
the U.S. position. It is a major shift. And, 
unfortunately it has already been cited. 
The Iranians cited it in their arbitration at 
the Hague over whether they should com­
pensate U.S. companies for expropriating 
U.S. property. 
My criticism is that this is a short sigh­
ted approach. Granted it is a controversial 
area of the law. Yet I don't think that the 
draftsmen wanted to take a stand on it in 
this way. Due to the nature of a Restate­
ment, in that it never says maybe, they 
were forced to take a firm stand. I suppose 
they were attempting to be even hand^ in 
their approach. 
A third area of criticism I have is with 
regard to citizenship. The Revised Restate­
ment takes the position that there are si­
tuations when our government can take 
away our citizenship. But though there are 
countries that do this, the U.S. has not. In 
fact I can cite three U.S. Supreme Court 
cases which say there is no such authority 
in our government. And there are docu­
ments of international importance that say 
it is a violation of basic human rights to 
strip someone of their citizenship. 
Question: Let me ask a more general ques­
tion about international law. What forces 
are bringing about the need to so quickly 
revise the Restatement of Foreign Re­
lations Law. The first effort at it was only 
completed in the 1%0's. 
Answer: That is an interesting question. 
It is true that Restatements aren't re­
worked very often, except when there is a 
need to. The first Restatement to go into 
second series was the Restatement on Con­
flicts. The first Restatement had come out 
in 1934 and had provoked a storm of con­
troversy among the academics, who said 
that it missed the point in this area of law. 
But it wasn't revised until the students 
that those critics taught went out and be­
came judges. Then it became apparent that 
the Restatement was out of step. That 
wasn't until the fifties. The ALI then went 
on to do a second series on many of the 
other restatements. 
But it wasn't until the sixties that they 
decided to do a first Restatement on For­
eign Relations. The ALI decided they 
couldn't call it The First Restatement since 
all the others were in their second series. So 
they called it The Second Restatement. But 
it took so long to do the first because pre­
viously there was little general interest in 
international law. It was then predomi­
nantly an artifact of western European co­
lonial trade. But in modern times the area 
has grown and changed, and is continuing 
to change. You can see a manifestation ot 
why by looking at the membership of the 
U.N. When it was founded there were fifty-
six members, mostly European and Ameri­
can. Now there are over 150. The great 
majority of these were not even countries 
in 1945. The thrust of international law 
has changed to incorporate their point of 
view. Their influence has been generally 
constructive. But these new countries are 
very sensitive to questions that concern 
their national sovereignty. They take an 
fYt rpmplv  nnt innnl i> ; t i r  annrnarVi  Onp 
might hope that they were a bit more mter 
nationalistic, but it is probably unrealistic 
to expect that these new countries would 
be willing to surrender any sovereignty to 
international organizations that they view 
as dominated by western, formerly colon­
ial, powers. This, for example, leads you to 
an explanation for the view that compensa­
tion to aliens for expropriated property is 
not necessary. The foreign property often 
is that of the former western colonists. And 
much of this change is so recent that the 
"Second Restatement" seemed dated in 
only about 15 years. 
Question: So are we talking about two 
camps of countries who aren't talking on 
the same wave length in terms of int'l law? 
Answer: To a certain extent, yes. You can 
see that in the how the idea of freedom of 
the seas has changed. The traditional idea 
of a 3 mile limit to territorial waters aided 
colonial expansion by insuring access by 
western navies to their colonies. A recent 
codification by the international confer­
ence on the law of the sea. Interestingly 
enough, the U.S. hasn't signed it though 
over 130 countries have. 
The other countries who haven't signed 
thus far are Italy, Japan, West Germany, 
the United Kingdom,and the Soviet Bloc. 
Basically the major industrial, commercial 
nations. The Russians here show their true 
colors. 
Question; In what wav? 
Answer: Well, they still talk about being 
in the vanguard of the revolution and yet 
they generally take the most reactionary 
approach to questions of international law 
one can think of. This is because they now 
have a big navy and fishing fleet, and they 
are steadfastly opposed to building interna­
tional institutions because they can't con­
trol them. 
Question: Like the U.N.? 
Answer: The U.N. is a good example of an 
organization out of control. It is not worth­
less, though. It serves one important func­
tion for newly independent countries. That 
is it provides them with a forum for bilat­
eral negotiations with countries where 
they can't afford to keep an ambassador. 
Question: Does the Restatement position 
1 
U.S. position? 
Answer: To a certain extent. The success 
of the U.S. in holding out against the agree­
ment will depend on our ability to stand 
together with the other non-signers. That 
would mean hammering out a common 
view amongst the holdouts. This is un­
likely to happen considering that the Soviet 
Bloc are also non-signers. But most of the 
provisions of the agreement actually are 
not controversial. My own criticism, 
shared by many others, has been that it 
isn't internationalistic enough. Ironically, 
President Reagan has decided that it isn't 
nationalistic enough. 
Question: Are there any other areas that 
you may be involved with as a member of 
the ALI? 
Answer: Now that you mention it, yes. A 
new Restatement of Restitution will be 
starting soon. There haven't been any ten­
tative drafts yet, but I'm looking forward to 
seeing them. Unfortunately, it doesn't ap-
move by the newly independent countries 
to extend the limit isn't surprising. They 
generally have no merchant fleets. And 
they are very aware of the need to protect 
their fishing rights and of potential for 
offshore oil deposits. So the concept of free­
dom of navigation takes a beating. The 
newly independent countries view it as a 
ploy to get at their offshore wealth. 
Question: How does the new Restatement 
deal with the law of the sea? 
Answer: The restatement will incorpo­
rate the views of the recently completed 
pear that there will be another Restate­
ment of Contracts before the turn of the 
century. 
Question: What interesting issues will 
arise in the Restatement of Restitution? 
Answer: One area will be in the use of the 
phrase "Unjust enrichment." 
Question: How is that? 
Answer: The tendency is to use unjust 
enrichment as a general justification for 
giving restitution damages without any 
careful analysis, And a great deal of confu-
(Continued on page 6) 
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MEN ORGANIZED 
AGAINST RAPE 
by Charlie Howland 
Many men wonder why a man would 
have anything to say about the subject of 
rape. After all it is women who are at­
tacked, not men. Some women wonder 
whether a man has a right to say anything 
about rape, since the bottom line is that all 
rapists are men. 
Like many of the perceptions of rape, 
these sentiments are based on myths. In 
some ways they are true but they confuse 
the issue. Rape affects men as well as 
women. It is true that the great majority of 
rape victims are women. However, many 
are also men or young boys. Despite the 
belief that male rape only happens among 
prisoners or in the gay community, it can 
and does happen to anybody. A few years 
ago a 38-year-old businessman and father 
of two was grabbed on a center city Phila­
delphia street, sexually assaulted by three 
teenagers, and eventually released. As men 
we may all be potential rapists, but we are 
also potential victims. 
There is another reason why men as well 
as women need to talk and learn about 
rape. Although men generally need not fear 
being attacked as much as do women, we 
are nevertheless directly affected. The 
women who are raped are our wives, our 
girlfriends, our daughters and our moth­
ers. Unless we try to understand what rape 
means and how it actually affects those 
who are attacked, we will not be ready 
when they may need us the most. At least 
one out of every four females is sexually 
assaulted before she turns 18. The odds are 
bound to catch up with someone we care for 
sooner or later. 
Finally, both men and women need to 
realize that popular culture capitalizes on 
violence between men and women. At best, 
our culture is ambivalent about the legiti­
macy of aggression and violence between 
men and women. Those who find this idea 
too strong should look at movies such as 
Halloween, which featured the dis­
memberment of several women. Is it really 
a coincidence that the victims in the most 
brutal, grizzly Criminal law cases are typi­
cally women or small children? 
pie whom the victim recognizes. Second, as 
long as the image of rape stays shocking 
and removed, we psychologically protect 
ourselves from the possibility of being at­
tacked. We unconsciously begin to blame 
the victim: "Oh, she was walking in a bad 
neighborhood. She had been out late that 
night with friends. I would have taken a 
cab." The following are some of the myths 
and realities about rape. 
Myth: Men rape for sex. 
Reality; Rapists do not say they wanted 
sex. They want to control or humiliate 
someone. Many rapists had ongoing sexual 
relationships with wives or girlfriends. 
Rape is about power. Whether the victim is 
a 25-year-old teacher, a six-year-old boy, or 
a 20-year-old prisoner "on the hip" (under 
the protection) of another inmate, the at­
tacker seeks someone whom he can totally 
dominate. 
Myth: Rapists are severely disturbed psy­
chotic men. 
Reality: Research indicates that rapists 
are not much different from the rest of us. 
They are often maladjusted men angry at 
someone in their lives whom they cannot 
control. They attack someone who appears 
more vulnerable than they are. In our cul­
ture, where vulnerability is a prized femi­
nine trait, that person is likely to be a 
woman. In the smaller society of a prison, 
that person could be a younger inmate. 
Myth: Rapists are strangers. 
Reality: About 50% of all victims know 
their attacker, at least superficially. 
Younger victims are more likely to be as­
saulted by someone they know. 
Myth: If a person does not resist, he or she 
has not been raped. 
Reality: In a terrifying, life threatening 
situation, survival b^omes the only objec­
tive. Weapons or threats of direct violence 
are used in 70% of reported rapes. Cooperat­
ing to survive does not equal consent. (Ex­
perts are divided on whether it is better to 
fight back or not. They generally agree, 
however, that the decision to fight must be 
made quickly.) 
Myth: Women who are raped are young 
and attractive. They are asking for it. 
someone being raped? For most of us the 
images are quite similar. A young, attrac­
tive woman walks alone down a dark, 
empty street, perhaps passing through a 
neighborhood which she should have 
avoided. Maybe she is dressed somewhat 
provocatively, or maybe she has had a 
drink or two. As she passes by, oblivious, a 
scruffy, wild-eyed man watches her .from 
behind. Clearly he is one of life's losers, a 
man on the fringe of society. Suddenly an 
overpowering urge for sex seizes him. He 
lunges out at the anonymous woman, 
throws her down, assaults her, and then 
runs off into the night. 
This scene has happened countless 
number of times in alleys and vacant lots 
across the country. This scene is also a 
powerful but misleading image of why, 
how, and where a rape occurs. The image 
persists for several reasons. First, only the 
most gory and shocking attacks are re­
ported in the news. We simply never hear 
about the majority of rapes, which occur in 
victims' homes and are committed by peo-
fcmli 
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UTE ADDITION TO MARCH NEWSLETTER 
100+AHORNEY OPENINGS 
AU OVER THE UNITED CTATES!!! 
UNITED AUTO WORKERS (UAW) LEGAL SERVICES PLAN, a pre-paid legal 
services plan covering hourly employees of Chrysler and General Motors provid­
ing a wide-range of legal services primarily consumer litigation and counselling 
for personal legal problems, is seeking approximately 100+ attorneys to fill open­
ings all over the United States. The UAW Legal Services Plan anticipates the 
establishment of offices all over the country between March and June. Approxi­
mately 100 attorneys will be hired to fill openings, some in Northern Delaware, 
Northern New Jersey and Upstate New York. In addition, offices will be opening in 
the following states and cities: Michigan. Ohio, Indiana, Georgia. Oklahoma City. 
Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis. Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Chicago (to name a 
few). Hundreds of thousands of employees are represented by the UAW Legal 
Services Plan, both active and retired employees. These positions do not involve 
labor law; they handle personal legal problems of Chrysler and GM employees. 
Interested Villanova Alumni who have passed the Bar should send a resume and 
cover letter immediately to: 
Christopher Giuliana, Esquire 
Assistant Director 
UAW Legal Services Plan 
Drummond Plaza 
Office Park, Building 1, Suite 1108 
Newark, DE 19711 
Please indicate in your cover letter your geographic preference. Salary will 
depend upon experience. 
A 
Back seat driver in the Poiice Car Ride Program 
Dellapenna Interview 
(Continued from page 5) 
sion has develop^ in the courts as to what 
it means. There is an excellent quote from a 
Louisiana Court which said that Unjust 
Enrichment is not a synonym for "palm 
tree justice" by which every unjust dis­
placement of wealth can be remedied. In 
short, the phrase has led to sloppy analysis 
and thinking, and nearly all of the ques­
tions that arise in quasi-contract can be 
resolved using more tight analysis, with­
out using the phrase at all. Those who had 
me for contracts know what I have in mind. 
There is the additional problem that 
some courts have had with restitution 
which is whether to give it when there is 
another, apparently adequate remedy. But 
quasi-contract has always been a legal ac­
tion. This ad^uacy test really should be 
limited to equitable remedies. 
Question: So in summary. Professor, as a 
member of the ALI what will you be able to 
accomplish? 
Answer: I will still be able to participate in 
these yearly meetings, but now I can make 
motions on the floor and vote. Basically, I 
can criticize from the inside. I'm looking 
forward to it. 
Docket: Thank you Professor. We wish 
you continued success. 
Profs Produce 
grounds are raped. In 1981 the oldest victim 
treated in a Philadelphia hospital was 96 
years old. The youngest victims were four 
infants under the age of one. 
Myth: Only women and girls are raped. 
Reality: Seven percent of reported rape 
victims are male. However, male rape vic­
tims usually do not report the attack. This 
is due in part to the ^eater stigma which 
surrounds the male victim. More than one-
fourth of rape victims under the age of 12 
are boys. 
Myth: Rape happens outside, at night. 
Reality: About 75% of reported attacks 
occur indoors, 30% in the victim's own 
home. About 25% occur between noon and 8 
p.m. 
Myth: Most rapists are minorities, and 
most victims are white. 
Reality: About 90% of all rapes occur 
within the same racial group. 
Myth: Most rapists commit their first at­
tack as adults after becoming sexually frus­
trated. 
(Continued on page 8) 
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By Patti Brennan 
Just in case you were wondering how our 
VLS professors spend their time when they 
aren't teaching, here is the answer in a 
nutshell. They follow that old adage, "pub­
lish or perish." 
Professors Lurie, Becker, and Della­
penna are the most recent faculty members 
to jump on the publishing bandwagon. 
Professor Lurie has published a booklet 
entitled "Can I Copy . ..?" This booklet is 
intended to be a practical guide for univer­
sity and college faculty and staff as to their 
rights under the copyright laws. The idea 
for the booklet grew out of the concern ex­
pressed by faculty members over their 
right to copy and whether they were viola­
ting the copyright laws. 
The booklet, which was published in Oc­
tober by the Villanova University Press, 
was originally distributed free to the 
University faculty. In order to attract an 
outside market for the booklet, the Univer­
sity placed ads in the "Chronicle of Higher 
Education." In addition, the booklet was 
noted in "West's Education Law Repor­
ter." So far, about 900 copies have been 
sold, and there may be another advertising 
effort in the future to sell more copies. 
Professor Becker has begun work on a 
treatise on Pennsylvania Family Law 
and Practice. His co-author is Lynne 
Gold-Bikin (VLS:76), a practicing attorney 
from Norristown who specializes in family 
law. The treatise will be published by West 
Publishing Company in the spring of 1985. 
Professor Dellapenna has undertaken a 
project for the Bureau of National Affairs 
^NA) which publishes books for practic­
ing lawyers. Professor Dellapenna's book 
will be entitled Suing Foreign Govern­
ments and Their Corporations in Uni­
ted States Courts. 
Quiclcsllve^Printlnq 
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The Coffee Grinds 
By M. TH. BOURQUE 
No one really knows for sure how Juan 
Valdez became associated with the Villan-
ova Law School coffee room. Legend has it 
that Juan Valdez came to Villanova years 
ago with nothing but his mule, a sack of 
coffee beans, and a dented coffee urn he had 
dragged all the way from South America. 
You may remember Juan Valdez. He was 
the coffee-picking Colombian who picked 
"only the finest coffee beans" for Hill's 
Brothers commercials. For years he un­
ashamedly displayed his beans on televi­
sion. Unfortunately, when all the camera 
crews had gone, Juan was left holding the 
bag — literally. 
Tired of the picker's life, and doubtful 
that another film crew would be hiking 
back into the Colombian jungles, Juan 
packed his mule and headed north of the 
border. When he finally arrived, tired and 
hungry, he had only 3 pesos in his pocket. 
Fortunately, he also had 5,220 U.S. dollars 
in his suitcase. It was this hard-earned 
money which Juan planned to use as a 
downpayment for a charm school. But it 
was not to be. Juan became the hapless 
victim of a scam, a con-game which prom­
ised him lucrative work with limitless po­
tential wealth, a cozy estate on the Main 
Line and entry to the country club of his 
choice. They took him for all he had. All, 
that is, but his coffee beans and his fierce 
determination. 
This, so the story goes, is how Juan Val­
dez, Inc. brought "real" coffee to Villanova 
Law School. 
Juan is long gone now, (word has it that 
he is now writing the syndicated column 
"Miss Manners" somewhere in South 
America) but the coffee concession con­
tinues to provide a welcome service to both 
law and graduate tax students seven days a 
week. 
The coffee concession's five member 
board of directors consists of Jim Wells, 
Paul Kennedy, Bill Bowser, Steve Dubow 
and Greg Henninger. They have decided 
not to elect a Chairman of the Board until 
they make their first million. Together 
they attempt to satisfy the urgent cravings 
of all the wide-eyed and weary who stumble 
into the coffee room in search of late-night 
rejuvenation. 
Recently, the board put out its prospec­
tus for the upcoming semester. Included 
was a brief background on the corporation. 
The coffee concession has been run by VLS 
students independently for the past eight 
years. The coffee urns and equipment are 
provided by the school, but the rest of the 
working capital and expenses are subsid­
ized by the members of the board. Up until 
this year the project had been run by just 
one or two people. But in September a 
major realignment took place and when the 
dust had settled there were five people in 
charge. It is hardly coincidental that trad­
ing on Wall Street that day practically 
ground to a halt. It wasn't until almost a 
week after the announcement that the Dow 
Jones average returned to normal. 
When the coffee business started eight 
years ago, the new addition which now con­
tains the cafeteria hadn't yet been built. At 
that time the business was booming and 
the ones who ran the operation were 
"cleaning up." Since the cafeteria was 
built, however, Juan Valdez, Inc. hasn't 
been able to compete. The cafeteria coffee is 
no better or cheaper. In fact, Juan's prices 
are lower than the cafeteria prices. They 
can't compete because they are not al­
lowed to compete. With an egregious dis­
regard for the principles of free enterprise, 
the Law School will not let the coffee stand 
open until the cafeteria has closed. Still, the 
coffee concession stays open from 2:30 to 
11:00 p.m. on weekdays and from 9:00 a.m. 
to 11.00 p.m. on weekends. 
One of the unique features of the corpora­
tion is that it is run entirely on the honor 
system. Since the board has not elected a 
treasurer, (they're still waiting for that 
first million) it's hard to tell just how "ho­
norable" the system really is. But the gen-
.eral feeling is that the system works well 
and has for years. That's the way Juan 
would have wanted it Nevertheless, the 
board members have developed a keen 
sense for detecting when two dimes have 
been placed in the cash box without the 
nickle. And the pantomime of imaginary 
coins being not at all dropped in the cash 
box is likely to elicit more than just a dirty 
look from the members. 
According to the prospectus, Juan's cof­
fee brings in about $100 a week which is 
split five ways. But his figure does not take 
into account the cost of supplying coffee, 
tea and hot chocolate currently offered at 
the concession stand. According to Jim 
Wells, the earnings really amount to 
"lunch money." More than anything, they 
are trying to provide a service for fellow 
coffeeholics who like a fresh cup of coffee to 
keep the eyes open. It is certainly a wel­
come alternative to the tepid, muddy sub­
stance which is regurgitated from the 
metal box at the other end of the room. In 
taking on the project the stockholders wer­
en't really considering the money as much 
as just keeping the coffee service available. 
Since the five tend to be around the school 
often, they can provide fresh coffee for 
themselves and a valuable service for the 
students. 
The corporation has bigger and better 
plans for the upcoming year. According to 
Wells, they are now considering adding es­
presso to the faire for those Continentals 
who like it strong, and decaffeinated coffee 
for those people who, inexplicably, drink 
coffee for the taste. Also, suggestions have 
been made for providing donuts on the 
weekends. All these plans are contingent 
upon a good response from the extensive 
market research now in progress. 
There was no mention of expansion, 
merger or franchising by the board 
members. But the general feeling seems to 
be that they will stand by the principles 
laid down by their Colombian predecessor. 
These principles call upon the coffee 
perkers of VLS to make money the old-
fashioned way, to urn it. 
Penn's Public Interest Law Conference March 25-26 
New approaches to the practice of public 
interest law will be the subject of the se­
cond annual Public Interest Law Confer­
ence at the University of Pennsylvania 
Law School. The conference, sponsored by 
Penn law school students and supported by 
the Pennsylvania Humanities Council, will 
be held Friday, March 25, and Saturday, 
March 26, at the University of Pennsyl­
vania Law School at 34th and Chestnut 
Streets in Philadelphia. 
The keynote address will be delivered on 
Friday evening at 7:30 p.m. by Father Ro­
bert Drinan, former Congressperson from 
Massachusetts and now a law professor at 
Georgetown {fni^rsity^A tlie l'resT3S? 
of Americans for Democratic Action. Fa­
ther Drinan's Congressional career was 
called to a halt in 1980 by the Pope, who 
directed him to resign. Other prominent 
participants include Derrick Bell, who as 
Dean of the University of Law 
School, is the first black to head a law 
school that is not predominantly black; 
Dan Burt, President of the Capitol Legal 
Foundation, a conservative public interest 
group advocating a free market approach to 
federal regulation; Karen Burstein, for­
merly a New York State Senator and now 
Executive Director of the New York State 
Dirty Limerick 
By Ellen Resinski, 
Karl Schulman 
Regina Vogel 
Part 2 of a 2 Part article 
A group of concerned citizens from 
Bucks County are fighting for what they 
believe is a fundamental American right — 
the right to be heard. The group is Del-
Aware, an environmental coalition 
dedicated to blocking the Point Pleasant 
water diversion project. The project is de­
sired to pump 95 million gallons of water 
daily from the Delaware River to nearby 
communities and the Limerick nuclear 
power plant. 
On Wednesday, March 2, the Bucks 
County Board of Commissioners rejected 8 
applications for a non-binding referendum 
on the project. This denial caused great 
consternation among the Del-Aware acti­
vists. For over two years, Del-Aware has 
mobilized against the controversial project. 
In a recent interview, Colleen Wells, 
president of Del-Aware, outlined the organ­
ization's strategy. (At least someone's out­
lining!) Wells pointed out that there was 
"no need for an unnecessary, unwanted 
and extraordinarily expensive water pro­
ject." Both the Environmental Protection 
Agency and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Commission support Del-Aware's objec­
tions. Del-Aware is fighting the project 
through the court, public education and 
political channels. 
Wells also suggested that there was no 
present or future need for the project. She 
stated that previous water shortages were 
manufactured by Neshaminy Water Re­
sources Authority. Del-Aware contends 
that present water sources, for example the 
Torresdale reservior, are more than ade­
quate to handle existing and future needs 
of the county. The adequacy of present 
water sources is based on the assumption 
that future community development will 
continue at a slow rate, however, this as­
sumption is dubious. Bucks County has 
much open land that is already attracting 
developers. The present underground well 
supplies and reservior water may not be 
enough to support a spurt in future devel­
opment. 
Del-Aware de-emphasizes this develop­
ment issue. Instead, they emphasize the 
environmental arguments and that the 
money could be used better elsewhere. For 
example, they suggest that the money 
could be used to alleviate the 17% unem­
ployment in lower Bucks County. 
Surrounding communities have voiced 
agreement with Del-Aware's policies by pe­
tition and protect. A K.C. Blair study 
shows that 87% of citizens aware of the 
project want a referendum on the subject. 
With this large amount of public con­
cern, Del-Aware will seek to influence the 
November elections. All three county com­
missioners are up for re-election in No­
vember; two of them have consistently 
voted for the project. These Commission­
ers more than any other agency or group 
have the power to completely halt the con­
struction of the project. Del-Aware intends 
to make the pumping station a pivotal issue 
in the elections. Although the Commission­
ers have denied a direct referendum on the 
project, the people's voice will still be heard 
at the polls. 
{jonsumff board; Louise l^roolonsTTfesT-" 
dent of the Philadelphia Welfare Rights Or­
ganization; and Howard Gittis, Chancellor 
of the Philadelphia Bar Association. 
Various formats will be used to present a 
variety of viewpoints on public interest 
law. In addition to the keynote address, the 
conference will feature a debate on "Social 
Purposes of the Law" on Friday evening. 
The panelists for this debate include Dan 
Burt; David Kairys, a progressive Phila­
delphia lawyer and author, who argues 
that law reflects the political views of 
judges; Rand Rosenblatt, a law professor at 
Rutgers-Camden, who has written exten­
sively in the areas of poverty and health 
law; and Clyde Summers, a law professor 
at the University of Pennsylvania, who has 
strenuously advocated individual rights 
within the union. The debate will be moder­
ated by University of Pennsylvania law 
professor Drucilla Cornell. 
Saturday's panels begin at 10:00 a.m. 
and will focus on "L^al Education and the 
Public Interest" and "Race, Class and Sex 
in Public Interest Law." They will be fol­
lowed by workshops based on "New Ap-
"pfoacBes to Putiic interest Law:' isoloany 
Small Firm Practice; Alternative Delivery 
Mechanisms; Private Bar Pro Bono Work; 
A New Look at Traditional Public Interest 
Law Practice; How Do Community Organi­
zations Look at Lawyers?; and Criminal 
Justice Practice. 
Conference participants are drawn from 
a variety of backgrounds, including law 
firms, public defender offices, law schools 
and public interest groups. Notable among 
these are Margaret Fung, Asian-American 
Legal Defense and Education Fund; Anto-
nia Hernandez, Mexican-American Legal 
Defense and Education Fund; Lowell John­
son, NAACP Lf^al Defense and Education 
Fund; and Barbara Underwood, assistant 
district attorney in Brooklyn and professor 
at Yale Law School. 
Pre-registration forms and additional in­
formation may be obtained by writing to 
the Public Interest Law Conference, Uni­
versity of Pennsylvania Law School, 34th 
and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia 19104 
or by calling Catherine Lavan (215) 898-
6321 (9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.). 
NCSHAMMY WATER SUPPLY TYSTCM 
«c«r yCAStv 
Point Pleasant; Location of Philadelphia Electric Company facilities 
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Perritt's Projects: 
Negotiations and Wrongful Discharge 
By Teresa Nazario 
Professor Henry H. Perritt Jr. has re­
cently completed an audio tape presenta­
tion for American Law Institute (ALI) and 
is currently writing a book on Wrongful 
Discharge. Last year, during his first year 
at Villanova, Professor Perritt taught 
Employment Discrimination and this year 
he is teaching the school's first full course 
on N^otiations. Perritt's interest and 
expertise in these areas extends beyond his 
course work, as his extra-curricular pro­
jects show. 
The Negotiations presentation is a Con­
tinuing Legal Education Program on audio 
tape, and is primarily for practicing law­
yers. Sponsored by ALL the presentation is 
design^ to display recent modern tech­
niques of legal negotiations. Practicing at­
torneys from a variety of fields role-play 
various negotiation problems. Among the 
panelists are a criminal lawyer, J. Clayton 
Undercofler, and a former Assistant Secre­
tary of Labor and well known mediator, 
William P. Hobgood. Thetwo-and-one-half-
hour presentation focuses on Mediation 
and Alternative Dispute Resolution. This 
tape is available for viewing by Villanova 
law students. 
The Negotiations course appears to be a 
success. Perritt wanted all the students to 
get personal experience in the course and 
when enrollment swelled to over 40 stu­
dents he was somewhat apprehensive. So 
far, however, it seems to be working out 
well. 
The course gives students exposure to a 
variety of negotiations; from personal in­
jury settlements to civil antitrust and com­
mercial problems. Professor Perritt 
believes the course gives students the 
opportunity to develop wider legal skills. It 
may also allow students who have not 
achieved outstanding academic success in 
imore traditional courses to discover and 
idevelop new talents, and thereby increase 
their self-esteem. 
Unlike traditional law school courses, 
students' grades do not rest on nnp final 
Professor Henry J. Perritt Jr. 
One of Professor Perritt's other current 
projects is the book he is writing on Wrong­
ful Discharge. Perritt is under contract 
with John Wiley & Sons, Publishing Co., 
,with a publication date at the end of 1983. 
The book deals with employee dismissals 
and is tentatively titled Wrongful Dis­
charge: Theory and Practice. It is or­
ientated to practicing lawyers. 
The book is timely and of practical signif­
icance for lawyers since there has been a 
shift in the law of wrongful discharge. Pre­
viously, the common law rule of employ­
ment at will applied. Thus, an employee 
who was not covered by a collective bar­
gaining contract and who otherwise had no 
constitutional protection had no legal 
remedy for a capricious firing. Exj)erts in 
the field anticipated that some protection 
exam, uraaing is insteaa'o^eff on tne out-
come of negotiation simulations. Perritt 
feels that since students have a real inter­
est in the outcome of the simulations, the 
negotiations become more realistic. 
Though emotions run high, the experience 
is valuable because lawyers in the negotiat­
ing process must learn to handle their emo­
tions. In the spirit of the course, the 
students as a group may negotiate with 
Perritt regarding the grading scheme. The 
grading system finally reached will be used 
for every student, although the decision 
reached is not "legally" binding. 
expected the change to come in the form of 
statutory or regulatory changes. Instead, 
the developments have occurred in the 
common law. Twenty-one states including 
Pennsylvania have changed the old rules 
and now offer protection for most classes of 
employees. This change is especially signif­
icant because it shows that the common 
law is alive and well. 
One of the book's chapters deals with 
political dismissals. Although many em­
ployees were protected previously under 
Due Process if they worked for the state or 
a municipality, many other employees 
were still subject to dismissal solely for 
political reasons. The general concept in 
the Supreme Court today, however, is that 
where political loyalty is irrelevant to job 
performance, employees may not be fired 
solely on the basis of political affiliation. 
(Elrod V. Pams, 427 US 347; Branti v. 
Finkle, 445 US 1287) 
The law of wrongful discharge as it is 
developing in the common law is not 
complicated. In fact, it is based on first year 
principles of contract and tort. The book 
concentrates on this developing law but 
also offers a "roadmap" for other kinds of 
dismissals, such as those concerning em­
ployees who are covered by collective bar­
gaining contracts or equal protection. 
M.O.A.R .  
(Continued from page 6) 
Reality: More rapists commit their first 
rape at the age of 13 than at any other age. 
Since many Villanova Law School gradu­
ates will practice in the Philadelphia area, a 
brief description of the medical and legal 
system's response to rape may be useful. 
Two hospitals are under contract with the 
City of Philadelphia to treat rape victims, 
Episcopal Hospital in the Northeast and 
Jefferson Hospital in Center City. If a vic­
tim has been severely injured, he or she is 
taken to the nearest hospital. Otherwise, 
the victim is taken to one of two contract­
ing hospitals. The emergency room staffs 
of both hospitals have been specially 
trained to treat rape victims and to gather 
forensic evidence for use by the police. At 
the hospital, a victim is treated for physical 
injuries and is interviewed by a member of 
the Police Department's Sex Crimes Unit. 
Often a rape victim must wait many hours 
before treatment, and it is during this time 
that trained crisis counsellors from 
Women Organized Against Rape and Men 
Organized Against Rape stay with victims 
and their friends and family. W.O.A.R. and 
M.O.A.R. counsellors serve solely as advo­
cates for the victims, providing informa-
•wwl ciHuUuiiiil auppUi t/ and 
IVIiclielangelo Commissioned 
the victims deal with an often rushed hos 
pital staff, hardened police officers, and fre­
quently upset friends. 
If the police catch the suspected rapist 
within an hour of the attack, the suspect 
may be taken to the hospital for a possible 
identification. Otherwise the victim may 
be asked to identify the suspect at a later 
time. Within a day or two the victim is 
interviewed again by the detective from the 
Police Sex Crimes Unit who will be in 
charge of the investigation. If the victim 
wishes, the investigation will be dropped at 
this point. 
If the victim decides to press charges, the 
case is forwarded to the District Attorney's 
Rape Prosecution Unit. Of the cases 
handled by the Rape Prosecution Unit, 40% 
Asl< Gary IHaii 
Dear Gary: 
I have just been conveyed a fee simple 
with an automatic transmission. It has an 
overhead cam with a right of re-entry. 
That's all pretty easy to understand but I 
can't figure out why I have to pay off this 
mechanic's lien. What does it all mean? 
Shelley Perpetuity 
This is a complex l^al question which I 
am incapable of answering. My advice to 
you is to contact Aamco and Levin. If they 
can't help you, call the boss's daughter. 
Gary 
Dear Gary: 
I will be graduating in the spring from 
Villanova Law School. I already have a 
good job with a large Philadelphia firm. 
The years that I spent here have been very 
rewarding and I will be taking with me 
very fond memories of good ole' Villanova 
Law School. But I am unfamiliar with the 
history of this great institution, as I am 
sure are many of my classmates. Perhaps 
you could fill us in. 
A Curious 3L 
You must have an awful strong neck to 
carry your head around all day. And how 
did you spend three years here without 
going to the Treasure Room? 
If you look in the big glass case, you will 
see the original Villanova Law School 
Charter which was granted to J. Edward 
Collins by William Penn. Collins was 
granted the Charter as thanks for his draft­
ing of the Pennsylvania Constitution. Note: 
A later honor given to Professor Collins for 
his work was the statue of him erected on 
the top of City Hall in Philadelphia. (And 
you thought that it was Ben Franklin.) 
Gary 
Hey, if I don't win, can I come and be the 
new Villanova Law School Dean? 
Big Frank 
Sure, it would be especially fitting to 
have you here to round out Dean O'Brien's 
Institute on Law and Morality. 
Gary 
— If you are also bothered by legal prob­
lems which defy solution just drop these 
problems off at the Docket Office and we 
will see that Gary answers your queries. 
involve victims who are under twelve years 
_pld, 80% of whom knew their attacker. 
suspects the unit has an 
80% conviction rate. W.O.A.R. and 
M.O.A.R. counsellors offer to accompany 
rape victims to the trials if they decide to 
press charges. All preliminary hearings for 
sexual assaults involving adults are held in 
City Hall, in Courtroom 254 on Wednes­
days. 
* * * 
The author is a member of the Board of 
Directors of Men Organized Against Rape, 
a volunteer organization which provides 
trained crisis counsellors at Episcopal Hos­
pital and public speakers to the Phila­
delphia community. 
Anyone interested in learning more 
about rape, or about W.O.A.R. or M.O.A.R. 
is urged to call W.O.A.R.'s office at 922-
7400. 
by Dave Eddy 
Class gifts are a somewhat haphazard 
tradition at VLS. However, with the Dean's 
impending resignation, the Class of '83 has 
tentatively undertaken plans to donate a 
portrait of Dean O'Brien to the Law School. 
According to Joe Del Raso, the self ap­
pointed troubleshooter of this year's gra­
duating class, a meeting will be called in 
the near future to garner support and iron 
out the details of the propos^ class gift. 
Del Raso stated that the beauty of this 
year's class gift lies not only in the subject 
of the portraiture itself, but in its financ­
ing. Del Raso, in conjunction with Chip 
D'Ambrosio, has worked out a plan where­
by members of the class will not be asked to 
front money immediately but delay pay­
ment for a year or two after graduation. Joe 
is sympathetic to the financial strains 
many of the third years are under and feels 
that this plan not only will alleviate finan­
cial discomfort but also, by asking for 
pledges in a year or two, perhaps makes 
graduates more amenable to donating. Joe 
states that he has received a fair amount of 
support for this packaging arrangement 
and is optimistic about the success of the 
plan. Furthermore, if the pledges in the two 
years after graduation fall short, all future 
monies donated by the class of '83 will go to 
completing the financing of the painting. 
The Dean has already had several photo­
graphic portraits taken by the famed Bach-
rach Studios; apparently using the services 
of the studio to commission a painting 
would be the easiest and best method avail­
able for the portrait. However, this has not, 
as of yet been decided. 
leleT laTiiiMiiis wc 
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We're 
Your Type 
QUICK TYPING 
REPORTS - XEROXING 
LETTERS - RESUMES 
REPETITIVE LETTERS 
850 W. LANCASTER AVENUE 
BRYN MAWR, PA 19010 
527-3844 
Sidebars by perry simon 
L O O K I N G  F O R ,  A  J O B ?  P O S I T I O N  I M B L E :  ^ T  
"NASTY, Bf^TISH, AND SHORT" 
(MENlgEPlS, SOUTH PHILAPELPH/A BAflASSOCj 
AMCTTHEf^TlP FROM yOifii PWGEWENT OFFICE 
WILLIE'S BAR 
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SCH O O L .  T H A T ^ S  W H E N . . .  U M -
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SP/^N6 OF F//^ST>e>N/^. 
y'KNOW THOS^-TAX F0/^M3 you 
OCT? ysAH^TH£j.0^^s . WSLL.) 
1 OCT- ONE THAT AND, 
w e u - j  U M . . .  
\ 
, A 
. . .  H e . C K L j  A U L  /  V V y A S  W H ^  I  
HAt> See^J ^y^//V/fD DO. 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE By Rick Ranieri 
22 gossip columnist act 
24 what can be insured against 
25 " -what" doctrine 
26 overdose 
27 charge for carelessly causing death 
60 inventor's monogram 
81 Egyptian sungod 
92 take legal action 
105 confirming votes 
108 casino city 
128 those who are "with it" 
134 overthrow (two words) (sic) 
144 removal from office 
147 —— -ing the witness 
179 Bailey's new toys • 
182 after the M's 
186 referendum (two words) 
188 Brando's "Desire" cry 
189 cease and 
, - rrtr^TllMMMI 
•cip Y 3 I  
5?7 5?? 
\6<!>y 
ACROSS 
1,4 Doctrine that bars re-litigation 
12 Is representing Roxanne Pulitzer 
28 Assume a financial loss 
32 Death by Auto 
39 Homonym for maid 
44 Chemical suffix 
48 Slang for Detective "Gum——" 
53 Elec. Comp. Suffix 
57 Vital Data (Abbr.) 
64 Decisis 
73 Nat'l Rifle Assn. 
77 Obj. of self serving statement 
80 Equal Rights Amendment 
86 Protective Registrations 
94 End of Prayer 
101 Consider this 
107 Enhance a Statute (3 wds. si.) 
121 Do it or else 
133 ERA 
143 Significant 
151 "Once — not enough" 
154 Trash 
162 American Law Institute 
168 Short for Langdon 
172 and Payable 
179 "If you can't win more " 2 wds. 
188 Stare Decisis Acronym 
191 Chipped Beef & Toast (si.) 
201 Is (Span.) 
205 "The Jeffersons" star (init) 
208 Personam 
211 New 
217 De 
211 To Go (3 wds.) 
230 Viewpoint 
240 Station (abbr.) 
244 What must be followed 
255 Tittle's initials 
259 Check Responsiveness 
264 Pactum 
270 Over Extended (acronym) 
273 Pale 
279 Dead on Arrival 
285 Ne^tive Response 
289 Police surprise 
294 See 60 Down 
297 After the Death 
302 Opals (Comb. Form.) 
308 Point of the Trial 
319 R^stered Nurse 
322 New York Times 
330 Pay Another's Bill 
336 Alamos Seven 
346 Believable 
353 Which an incriminating statement 
364 Editor (abbr.) 
367 A of Guilt 
378 Recent Reorganization 
384 Sharer of Apartment 
396 Concerning 
404 Cameo spot in "Airplane" 
407 Term of 
413 "East of " 
419 Middle of "Loop" 
422 Save Oneself 
430 Driving Offense 
433 Important Doc. (2 wds.) 
443 Unlawful provocation 
454 the Virtues of 
462 Contained in Church Song (2 wds.) 
469 Prepare Sails 
473 0pp. of Teasor 
•484 Environ. Assn. of Nevada 
488 Cone-
498 Lanka 
502 Incorporated (pi.) 
507 Rigor Mortis 
520 Repeat in Different Terms 
530 Locus of Puzzle 
537 Roman Two 
542 Releasing 
553 Judgment 
559 Uno 
563 Extremes of Quantity 
571 Also 
575 Nuclear Energy Agency 
579 Result of 441 Down 
584 Urge (2 wds.) 
592 4 PM (in Brit.) 
600 In (Fr.) 
604 Anti Miscarriage Drug 
DOWN 
1,317 "let the master answer" 
2 sandwich (two words) 
3 rule of law 
4 legal degree 
5 absolutely (slang) 
6 Rendell's position 
8 quote 
1 1 suit (two words) 
12 Jerry's cause 
13 Theory of Relativity man 
15 request a change of 
16 in the matter of (two words) 
17 not far 
19 belief in (suff.) 
20 fruit from 
2 1 defendant 
219 communist nickname 
223 shining 
227 'em high 
232 ruler in Russia 
233 agenda 
236 legal responsibility 
245 W.A.R. cause 
268 "absence of " 
~ 328 span 
336 Black's 
356 Pa. Criminal 
358 gives punishment 
364 acquire credit 
368 punish capitally, again 
379 punishment (two words) 
380 abbreviation of 328 DOWN 
390 no (slang) 
391 big, heavy books 
401 an is the devil's workshop (2 
words) 
405 "Twelve Angry " 
423 " , phone home" 
427 mass transit authority 
431 married 
435 who 
441 squad 
446 ancient form of torture 
447 agree to 
457 one (two words) 
471 soldier 
482 keep on him (two words) 
510 Kodachrome 
521 final point 
525 "It's up you, NY, NT' 
526 Adam's rib 
530 Godfather . 
535 stubbed 
543 sequitur 
547 formerly 
548 state of matter 
565 not applicable 
566 entertainment tonight 
567 three-toed sloth 
Puzzle solution will be printed in the next 
issue of the Docket. 
THE DOCKET CLASSIFIEDS 
POTENT OUTLET 
Over 4000 readers including 
some of the most powerful and 
influential lawyers in America. 
Only 100 per ultra bodini word. 
Submit to Docket Office 
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Green Acres 
lawyers and New York Times v. Sullivan 
have curbed that techinque. Asking for pre-
publication perusal can be effective while it 
is usually impossible because of newsroom 
rules. Asking a reporter to read back a 
quote prior to publication might be closer to 
reality and will possibly unconsciously en­
courage the reporter to tone down his lan­
guage. A call to a skittish editor or the 
peculiar publisher — who is often more 
sympathetic to a fellow businessman than 
his own reporters — will often do the trick, 
too. 
Say cheese. More and more, as TV ca­
meras and still photographers invade the 
courtroom, you and your client will be 
caught by the paparazzi. And you'll have to 
start to be conscious of your body language. 
Don't look worried. Don't look mean. Don't 
look like the bad guy. One example of bad 
body language often results in the almost 
stereotypical lawyer-client photo. It is the 
conspiratorial pose and it doesn't make a 
pretty picture. It is the tall, Brooks Bro­
ther^ up lawyer, leaning over his shorter, 
shabbier client, whispering in his ear. This 
is the picture photographers wait for, giv­
ing a n^ative taint to the relationship. 
Don't give it to the photographers. 
Battle plan. When you see yourself en­
tering into a noteworthy trial or controver­
sial litigation, design a media strategy in 
advance. Don't just wait for the reporters 
to converge on you and your client. Figure 
out what everybody should and shouldn't 
say. You could blunt heavy criticism by 
doing what politicians do — dropping the 
bomb with a freindly reporter, garnering 
the most favorable publicity possible in a 
lousy situation. It might sound like a basic 
rule of the game, but it is one that many 
litigators forget. 
Party talk. Reporters and lawyers are 
often forced to party t^ether — sometimes 
reluctantly — at political parties, at bar 
association functions, at conventions. And 
it is important to caution yourself not to 
say anything out of turn after a few scotch 
and waters. For reporters are never off 
duty. And something you might drop about 
For All Sorts of 
a case or a client might end up somewhere 
in the reporter's newspaper. 
Reporterspeak. You may have heard 
the words of a reporter's trade on the Lou 
Grant show or in All the President's Men. 
But you might not necessarily know what 
they mean. Indeed, some reporters don't 
know what some of the cliches mean. Still 
more have a different idea of what they 
mean than some other reporters. Make 
sure that you outline exactly what you 
mean when you specify that something is 
"off the record" or "just for background." 
Some think that "off the record" means 
that you'll never see your words in print. • 
Wrong. That might mean that the reporter 
will not use your name along with the piece 
of information. But that still might get you 
into trouble as you might be the only trace­
able source of that information. An "off the 
record" bit of intelligence will set the repor­
ter loose, fishii^ for a quotable source or 
enough to go with the story. 
Furthermore, some reporters will apply a 
sort of tricky statute of limitations to your 
words. If you spurt something out and then 
say, "And that's off the record." The repor­
ter might rule that you had to specify that 
before you blurted out your stupid remark. 
He is the judge and the jury. The moral is to 
work out the deal — and the definitions — 
meticulously in advance as if you were 
n^otiating a contract. 
Smiie when you see the creep. Say 
some lousy reporter just burned you on a 
story. Your first reaction might be to punch 
him in the mouth. Your second reaction 
might be to call him (or his editor) and 
scream at him. Choose neither. Blustery, 
n^ative reations only fuel a reporter's ego. 
And his desire to do even more damage. 
Instead, it's best just to keep cool. Act like 
the story didn't bother you. You might say, 
"Did you ever run with that story?" Other 
reporters might respond positively to a law­
yer's professional, even self-effacing, reac­
tion to a damaging story and treat you more 
sympathetically next time. 
It is not, however, necessarily wrong to 
call a reporter or his editor when you have 
been seriously wronged. Just make sure 
that your version is accurate before you 
dial the phone. 
' - f c  
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Phi Delta Phi's first Valentine's Day a heartfelt success 
VLS Announcements 
GOOD 
THINGS 
"^oGo msononi 
TM(E-OUT FOODS 
852 CONESTOGA Road 
PIZZA 
WINTER HOURS: 
OPEN 10 AM - 12 PM Monday thru Thursday 
10 AM - 1 AM Friday & Saturday 
3 PM - 12 PM Sunday 
We 
Deliver 
Phone: 525-8560 
Phi Delta Phi Sponsors Speaker: 
Richie Phillips, sports attorney 
Villanova Law School graduate 
represents N.B.A. referees. Major 
League Baseball umpires, various 
athletes 
Thursday, April 7, 7:00 p.m.. Room 
101, Ga'rey Hall 
Reception following in Student 
Lounge 
Topic: Role of Sports Attorney 
ALL STUDENTS 
1983-1984 Class Schedules 
The class schedules for Fall, 1983 and 
Spring, 1984 are being prepared. We will 
make every effort to reduce potential 
conflicts. Please let me know any sched­
uling suggestions that you may have. 
Gerald Abraham 
Associate Dean for 
Academic Affairs 
Studeot ^ m— . , 
e tirst year curriculum. A 
faculty committee, chaired by Professor 
Hyson, has conducted a review of first year 
curriculums at law schools, and will be 
recommending a course of action for Villa-
nova. 
On Sunday March 27, there will be one 
and five mile runs orchestrated by the VLS 
fraternity. The start/finish line will be at 
the Villanova Fieldhouse. Deadline for en­
trants is Friday, March 17. You hoofers can 
give your $4.00 entrance fee to Rita Rados-
titz, Steve Nitkiewicz, Terri Ficken or just 
drop the bucks off in the Phi Delt box in the 
Administration Office. 
Media Manner 
The Docket and the Villanova Lawyers 
Guild will sponsor a seminar on March 22, 
1983 focusing on the do's and don'ts oflaw-
yer/media relations, ethics and strategies. 
The seminar will be held at 7 p.m. in Room 
29 and a reception will follow. 
The panel is an impressive one, includ­
ing the following; 
Edward G. Rendell, a Villanova law 
grad and the District Attorney of the City 
of Philadelphia. 
Howard Gittis, the Chancellor of the 
Philadelphia Bar Association and the Man­
aging Partner of the law firm. Wolf, Block, 
Schorr & Solis-Cohen. 
Mark Aronchick, the Acting C ity Solic­
itor of the City of Philadelphia. 
"'"The Honorable Anthony Scirica, a 
judge sitting on the Montgomery County 
bench. 
Anthony Green will moderate the event. 
Green is a former editor with Phila­
delphia Magazine and covered the legal 
community. 
Serving the Main Line for over 50 yr^ 
for all occasions... 
•Weddings •Parties 
•Corsages 
Funerals •Hospitals 
Say it with flowers. 
c "Just everything in flowers 9 9  cocin'J * We Now Have Balloon Bouquets 
io-u^ e/C\S 
195 E. Lancaster Avenue 
Wayne, Pa. 
MU 8-5150 
The Environmental Law Group of the Villanova Law School Presents a 
Public Forum 
Cleaning up Hazardous Waste Sites: Is Superfund Working? 
Headlines in the daily newspapers have brought Superfund, the $1.6 billion 
fund created by Congress for the clean up of hazardous waste sites, to the public's 
attention. The Environmental Law Group has invited four prominent speakers to 
Villanova Law School to present a public forum on issues related to Superfund. The 
speakers will discuss the legislative history of Superfund, the E.P.A.'s performance 
in administering the fund, and plaintiff's and defendant's views on private hazard­
ous waste litigation. 
SPEAKERS: Congressman Bob Edgar, Democrat of Pennsylvania 
Sheldon Novick, Regional Counsel of the E.P.A. 
Albert Slap, Deputy City Solicitor for the Environment, Philadel­
phia ^ 
Cindy Giles, Associate at Drinker, Biddle & Reath, Philadelphia 
Wednesday, March 30, 1983 
7:30 p.m. 
Room 29, Villanova Law School 
The Forum, followed by an open discussion, will be free. There will be a 
reception afterward in the Student Lounge. 
DATE: 
TIME: 
LOCATION: 
For All V.LS. Students 
I^ts Itislructton 
LEXIS, as you may know, is a computerized 
legal research system which is now installed in 
law offices, courts, and law schools throughout 
the country. Many students and new 
graduates find it beneficial to be able to tell 
potential employers that they are "LEXIS-
trained." 
The training session is brief (about one hour) 
and you can sign up at the library's circulation 
desk. 
STUDENT FORUM:. 
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Who should bring charges against arrestees in Phiiadeiphia -the police or the D.A.? 
"It sounds like a good idea to have the 
D.A.'s office bring charges. They can be 
more objective, and they would have a bet­
ter feel for what is required to get a convic­
tion. To swamp the courts with ^ases that 
can't be proven is an unnecessary burden 
on the system. 
Besides, the police have enough work to 
do as it is." 
Teena Berman, IL 
"Naturally, it's desirable to preserve the 
provinces traditionally reserved to the re­
spective departments. But, heck, if the cops 
is falling down on the job, somebody better 
do something real quick!*' 
Phil Cooney, 2L 
"Basically, I think police should be the 
'ones to bring charges. It's bad for morale 
when police put their lives on the line to 
make an arrest, and then the D.A. throws 
the case out without considering the merits 
of an arrest. 
Also, the D.A.'s practice of bringing 
charges only in some cases encourages 
minor crimes because people know they 
won't get prosecuted for them. The law 
loses its deterrent effect." 
Jeff Lessin, IL 
SBA CANDIDATES SPEAK 
(Continued from page I) 
purely punitive measure if I am not elected. 
The first year law student's right to free­
dom of choice reigns supreme once again! 
HAPPY VOTING 
Joe ("Mama") Piscina 
Class of 1985 Representative 
As SBA Rep I plan to end the nuclear 
arms race and work for a better tomorrow. 
Besides, I already have a key to the office. 
Andy Worthington 
Class of 1984 Representative 
The SBA moved in positive direction this 
past year. Instead of just organizing 
TGIF's (which are undisputedly worth­
while), they allocated a larger percentage of 
funds to other student associations and ran 
the Client Counseling Competition. I'm 
running for representative again because 
this year was fun and because I look for any 
excuse not to study. 
Natalie Ramsey 
Prior experience in student organiza­
tions, especially in terms of finance, makes 
me sympathetic to the ordeal of the various 
student-run groups at VLS. I hope to con­
tribute some of what I have learned about 
planning student activities to the SBA. Ad­
ditionally, I intend to attempt increasing 
student input to the administration 
through my voice in the SBA. 
Matthew Whitehom 
University Senate 
The law school is a part of the University 
community. As such representation is a 
real need if the law school's interests are to 
be protected and put forth to the University 
c o m m u n i t y .  I  w o u l d  l i k e  t o  d e d i c a t e  m y ,  
efforts to representing the law school and 
particuarly its students before the Univer­
sity as a whole. If it is your desire that the 
law school have input into decisions which 
will affect your future I urge you to support 
my bid for the University Senate. There, 
now doesn't that sound like a good senator. 
Now all I'll have to do is drive off a bridge 
and I'll have it made! 
James O'Neill 
I do not believe that the educated young 
men and women who attend VLS (a well 
known, but not widely known Law School) 
would allow the media exploitation of can­
didates' names to influence their votes. 
However, I just can't chance it. . . LET'S 
GO METZ! SUPPORT THE AMAZING 
METZ! VOTE FOR MR. ED (he won't 
horse around)! VOTE "HONEST ED" . . . 
UNIVERSITY SENATE March 15th and 
16th. 
Ed Metz 
ABA/LSD Representative 
My name is Mike Muscatello and I am 
running for the ABA/LSD representative. I 
would like to be your representative to the 
Bar and feel my experience as repre­
sentative for student groups to faculty, 
alumni and athletic coaches at Yale Univer­
sity qualify me for this position. I would 
greatly appreciate your vote. 
My name is Kevin McKeown. I am run­
ning for the ABA/LSD position. This is a 
position in which the elected repre­
sentative serves as a liaison between law 
students and the Bar. My experience as an 
advisor between students and officials at 
the University of Pittsburgh, along with 
my background as a judicial board member 
and resident assistant, qualifies me well 
for the ABA/LSD position. I would like you 
to vote for me on Tuesday or Wednesday. 
Thank You. 
Kevin McKeown 
"I see the conflict between District Attor­
ney Ed Rendell and Police Commissioner 
Solomon as being purely political. Com­
missioner Solomon react^ in a very 
unprofessional manner to a much-needed 
change in policy. The decision of whether 
to charge an arrestee should lie with the 
D.A.'s office, not the police. This is com­
mon practice in almost every police depart­
ment. Trained lawyers are more capable of 
determining whether a charge in a police 
report will sustain a conviction. 
The judiciary is already over-burdened 
by the 180-Day Rule governing trials for 
criminal offenses. Minor offenses and cases 
lacking convincing evidence should be 
weeded out in order to make the system 
more efficient by devoting its scarce resour­
ces to the conviction of those arrested for 
serious offenses. This is exactly what the 
change in Philadelphia is designed to do." 
Chip Gallagher, IL 
TRIAL 
(Continued from page I) 
""•Uiiiihe VillBHWfa, jiu'iLi'al of Hit parttel*" 
pating law schools devote all of their re­
sources and efforts toward the goal of 
preparing teams for this competition and 
others similar to it. Professor Packel 
stresses, however, that Villanova Law 
School views the competition not as an end 
in itself, but as a relevant extra-curricular 
activity and a valuable opportunity for law 
students to practice the skills they learn in 
the VLS trial practice program. "It is help­
ful," says Packel, "for students to see that 
the skills they learn in Trial Practice class 
qualify them to compete against students 
from other law schools on a national level." 
OFF THE TRACK 
(Continued from page 12) 
line with 31 seconds remaining. The NFC 
coaching staff failed to come up with a play 
that suited Danny White, so he bent over 
and drew a play in the Astro turf of Honolu­
lu's Aloha Stadium. "It took about a min­
ute to call the play," said White, "because I 
had to tell everyone where to go." The oppo­
sition quarterback, Dan Fouts, under­
stated it typically when he said, "That's a 
tough way to lose five grand." 
For you purists, of course Abdul is in­
cluded in that legion, who thought that 
playing baseball and ifootball on artificial 
surfaces was near sacrilege, the sports 
staff has bad news for you. In Toronto, 
Calgary and (oh, blow of blows) Madison 
Square Garden they are now skating on 
ARTIFICIAL ICE. The new surface is 
called Jet Ice and was developed in Toronto 
by a chemist. "What we have done," the 
inventor related, "is to take all of the solids 
out of the water used to make ice. Then we 
add a chemical called Jet Gloss to the Zam-
boni, which increases the density of the 
water and removes any dissolved oxygen." 
The players claim the new harder surface 
is much smoother to skate on than some of 
the NHL rinks which resemble "the un-
paved roads of Manitoba". If any of you 
sports fans understand the principles be­
hind the new ice, would you please stop by 
the sports office and explain the new NFL 
pay schedule to us. The worst part of all 
this is that the Spectrum intends to install 
Jet Ice for next year. 
From the What Took You So Long De­
partment comes this item. Mattel Toy 
Company has just come out with a Wayne 
Gretzky doll. This is added to the designer 
jeans and cereal, shaped in the number 99, 
that Wayne already endorses. The doll is 
111^ inches tall and comes with skates, un­
derwear, an Oilers home uniform, a stick 
and gloves. A road uniform, jogging suit 
and tuxedo, for those situations when the 
uniforms just will not do, are sold separ­
ately. 
The population of Houston, Texas is in a 
panic. The Houston Rockets thought they 
had assured themselves the rights to Ralph 
Sampson by their continued ineptitude at 
basketball and the fact that they traded for 
Cleveland's first pick. That maneuver 
should have guaranteed them Sampson no 
matter how the coin flip between the worst 
two teams in the league, which determines 
who gets first pick in the draft, came out. 
But, now the Indiana Pacers are challeng-
Line up or pick up? 
ing the Cleveland Cavaliers for last place. 
The Houston Post, to help out "Sampson 
Derby" watchers, has taken to printing the 
NBA standings upside down. And who says 
there is no excitement in the NBA r^lar 
season? 
From everywhere the question rings out, 
"Abdul, Abdul, What's happenin' on the 
intramural hoop scene?" Well, I'm glad you 
asked that question because our intrepid 
sports staff has been out scouring the 
locker rooms for that very information: It 
seems that team members do not regard as 
funny the fact that someone wrote "If it's 
not Howard Johnson's, it must be Joe 
Mama," on the schedule. Other people have 
queried whether Jeff Lessin thinks he gets 
points for degree of difficulty on his shots. 
The Dead Dogs have their biggest mutt 
back from the dreaded knee disease and are 
looking to avenge all those forfeits in the 
playoffs. Abdul has his money on the Done-
galers to dislodge the reigning champions 
this year. The Donegalers are the re­
nowned masters of the Bell Telephone De­
fense: reach out and touch someone. Self 
Defense claims to have an O'D. surprise for 
one and all come playoff time. Abdul also 
hears through the vine that Eadapus Rex 
has been aching for a good licking all year 
long. (Who said that?) 
KEY NOTES: LeeTrevino, who has twice 
been struck by lightning while out on the 
golf course, tells how other golfers can 
avoid his fate, "Walk straight up the mid­
dle of the fairway holding a one iron over 
your head. Not even God can hit a one iron" 
.... Abe Lemons, the recently relieved 
coach of Texas A&M basketball, was asked 
whether he had anything to say to his 
former employers, "Nah, I got nothing to 
say, but I hope they notice that I got mistle­
toe tied to my coattails when I leave town" 
. . . . Coy Bacon, former NFL great and now 
member of the USFL, wrestled profession­
ally during his brief retirement under the 
name of Boom Boom Bacon.... This year 
the Philadelphia Phillies have taken on a 
new nickname. Just call 'em the Wheeze 
K i d s . . . .  
